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Abstract 

In 1901 Sir Walter Baldwin Spencer was amongst the first to make rec10rdings of 

Aboriginal music with his documentation of central Australian speech and song. Since 

this time a substantial body of recordings has accrued providing a resource for an 

understanding of Aboriginal music in the twentieth century. But what is known of 

Aboriginal music in the time between white settlement and Federation? 

For years, historians have held up a few nineteenth century notations of Aboriginal music 

as monuments of historical importance. Names such as Lesueur, Field, Lumholtz, 

Lhotsky, Nathan, and Ton-ance, 3l·e familiar to anyone who has read accounts of early 

music making in Australia, but the import3l1Ce of their work has not yet been cl3l·ified. 

This thesis explores the significance of these early notations and addresses questions of 

how they could be viewed in light of nineteenth century Aboriginal music and the 

attitudes of the societies that produced them. 

'Perception and response' refer to how coupled societies deal with cultural difference. 

Through notations, we see one society's perceptions of difference and the way they 

choose to express them. The works when viewed according to aspects such as method 

of observation and notation, date and reason for notation, and use of the finished 

product, form groups which highlight major trends in thought and attitude. Although 

after examination these works may show us very little about Aboriginal music, tlley are 

more than just the first notations of music in this caunu-y or fairly funny souvenirs of the 

past; they are significant as, through the changing styles of u·anscription, we can see the 

history of attitudes towards indigenous Ausu·alians in the nineteenth century. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1. Aim 

In 1902 Walter R. Harper, the editor of a leading anthropological journal in Australia, 

Science of Man, was unsure if the word 'music' could be correctly applied to Australian 

Aboriginal songs. His comment "music - if so it may be called" capped a century of 

ethnological writings and notations rich in subjectivity and bias, as it was an accepted 

practice to apply Western assumptions to non-Western music. This thesis deals with 

nineteenth century notations of Aboriginal music, as they show the history of attitudes 

from cultural contact in Australia. 

The concept of subjectivity in documentation has become a major concern for some 

scholars dealing with Australian history. Recent studies, such as those by Bernard Smith 

and Mary Louise Pratt, have looked at documentation from 'contact zones,' and traced 

the political and social personality of the documentor from biases inherent in the 

document. 'Contact zones' is explained by Pratt as: 

social spaces are where clisparare cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, 
often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination - like 
colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as they are lived out across the globe 
today.! 

Nineteenth century Australia was a bitter contact zone, the documentation which flowed 

from this clash illustrated two cultures totally ill-suited, and unable to adapt to each other. 

Although some sensitive observation came from this period, it was only to prove that 

indigenous culture was withering in the shadow of aggressive new settlers. A recurrent 

feature of nineteenth centw'y notations is the belief that music was being saved from 

extinction. Barron Field wlites,"I have been thus minute, because in a few years 

1Mary Louise Pralt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writillg alld Trallsculturalioll (London: Routledge. 1992) 
4. 



perhaps, even the corrobory will be no more," Isaac Nathan also comments that "but for 

our timely arrival in this colony, [this music] might for ever have sunk into oblivion."2 

The sympathetic view of LholSky and his musical gentlemen can be seen in th,e text they 

chose, "unprotected people, unprotected why are we? and our children shrink so fastly, 

unprotected why are we?"3 The motive of preservation mixed with popular genera of 

travel writing and parlour music produced an unusual response from non-indigenous 

Australians, which became a uruque part of Australia's musical and social history. 

Cultural contact and documentation was often motivated by personal ambition and 

commerce, and was carried out under the guise of preservation, science or ex:ploration. 

This can be seen with the first European voyages to the Pacific, with commerci.al motives 

to name and claim and scientific motives to map coastlines and collect specimens for 

research. Towards the end of the century the rise of scholastic institutions and journals 

meant that methods of observation were exarruned by a wider public resulting in more 

documentation by infonned observers. This thesis will explore a range of early notations 

and accounts of Aboriginal music in an attempt to highlight the transition in attitude and 

understanding of indigenous culture in the nineteenth century. 

Notations of Aboriginal music are usually found in travel writings such as journals, 

letters, reports, oral texts, navigational narrative, survival tales, and among art works. 

Chapter two of this thesis deals with the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cemturies in 

Australia, when maritime expeditions carried scientists who were encouraged to 

document their contact with the new land and culture. Travel writing cOlJltinued in 

Australia in the nineteenth century when inland exploration became fashionable:, chapters 

three and four will deal with this. Chapter five deals Witll notations from the (~nd of the 

nineteenth century, when interest in indigenous culture ripened and notations showing a 

2Bnrron Field, "Journal over the Blue Mountains of New South Wales, October 1822," Fourleell 
Journeys Over Ihe Bille MOllnlaills of NeH' SOlllh Wales 1813-1841, ed. George Mackaness (Sydney: 
Horwitz, 1965) 126. Isaac Nathan, The SOlllhem EllphrOSYlle alld Allslraliall MiscellallY (l.ondon: 
Whittaker, 1948) 105. 
3Johnl.hOlsky, SOllg of Ihe Womell Of Ihe Mellero 1i'ibe. Mitchell Library: Sydney Q78.4/11. 

2 



sophisticated choice of symbols began appear. As well as in expedition narratives, 

notation from this period appeared in scholarly journals, compilations, and theses . 

Chapter six draws together major themes and styles of notation and makes some general 

conclusions on the hypotheses in the thesis. 

1.2. Literature Survey 

There is an abundance of documentation on Aboriginal music made in the nineteenth 

century. The rreatment of all this material is well out of the scope of this thesis, so while 

it is advantageous to look at the large amount of written material, it is only done so in 

relation to the hypothesis made about notations. Notations have been chosen as the basis 

of the study because they are limited in number and hold a prestigious place in our written 

history. Also the act of notation in some cases extends the observation as a stylized 

response poses a further set of variables in the range of responses available: this can 

uncover additional biases or unconscious attitudes of the observer. The hypothesis of the 

thesis is that while these notations show us very little about Aboriginal music in the 

nineteenth century, through the changing styles of notation, we can see changing attitudes 

from the societies towards each other. Research questions when dealing with a notation 

have been : what does this notation show about the way the music was observed, what 

range of tools were used to document the music, did the observer wish to 'correct' the 

music or add to it, and if so what criterion did they use for corrections, and what possible 

use did the obselver foresee for this notation. 

The primary sources that have been consulted are: journals, diaries, published notes, 

facsimiles of artwork and notations. This includes accounts of mruitime voyages (for 

example the atlas of Peron, and the journals of De Rienzi, Wilkes and Freycinet), 

arrangement and notations by expeditionaries and composers (Field, Rolfe, Lhotsky and 

Nathan), diaries and reminiscences (Pietrie), compilations (such as those by Brough

Smyth, Curr, and Hagen), and early anthropological discussions and accounts of social 

behaviour (Lurnholtz, Beckler, Torrance, and Haddon). Secondary materiall includes 

3 



studies of political and social movements in contact zones such as those by Smith, 

Plomley, and Pratt, also studies which deal with ethnohistory and cross-cultural 

evaluation such as those by McBryde and Pantaleoni. A number of Australlian music 

studies have already dealt with these early notations, such as those by Covell, Moyle, 

Berzins, (Wenzel) Carboyde, and Glenon. 

The travel literature and ethnological studies of the nineteenth century, along with related 

secondary studies provide a rich field for study of frontier contact history. More than just 

providing a single narrative of who went where and named what, it provides a clear look 

at the history of racial attitudes in Australia. For Australian music history, these 

examples of notated music are of paramount importance. During the nineteenth century 

in Australia two distinct types of music existed in Australia. They were so unmatched 

and the racial attitudes so strong that a fusion between them was limited.4 Notations of 

this music show the first attempts at defining the cultural gap between thl~ two. A 

sophisticated Australian ethnomusicology emerged, which, it must be remembered, had 

its roots in the notations and documentations of the nineteenth century. 

4Forms of acculturated music in Ausiialia were not documented until well into the twentieth century. 
These forms were produced by the subordinnte culture using musical forms and inslIUments fmm the 
dominant culture such as guitars in folk songs. Various Western art music composcJCs have 
incorporated Aboriginal inslIUments and 'melodies' into their pieces but this has not been such! a wide 
spread phenomena as the use of popular music forms by Aboriginal musicians. 

4 



2.1. Inttoduction 

Chapter Two 

Voyages to the Pacific 

Documentations of indigenous cultures of the Pacific in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth century by maritime voyagers show the beginnings of a theory of observation. 

The scientific theories used for assessing the counuies of the Pacific were developed for 

the sole purpose of having a ttue and accurate description of nature and conditions there. 

However, when documenting music, scientists (and many others to follow them) chose 

symbols and words to describe their experience which were more reflective of their own 

culture than the culture they were observing. In his study of European perceptions of 

Pacific cultures, Bernard Smith points out that as perception is conditioned by knowing, 

there is an inescapable relativity in most documentation.l 

2.2. First Contacts 

Contact between Aborigines and people from other cultures seems to have started a very 

long time before 1788. Archeological remains and cultural ttaits and legends of the 

Aborigines of Northern Austtalia indicate that there must have been constant contact 

between the Macassans who came from the Celebes and also the Papuans and Torres 

Sttaight Islanders. It has also been suggested that a wide range of people visited 

Australia before the end of the eighteenth century: 

It is known that Papuans visited Cape York but it also appears possible that 
Chinese, Indian, Malayan, Arab, Melanesian and Polynesian people could have 
visited northern Austtalia. They certainly had sufficient skills in seamanship to 
accomplish such voyages and in Aboriginal lore there are stories about various 
kinds of strangers who came to these shores.2 

1 Bernard Smith, European Visioll alld the South Pacific (Sydney: Harper and Row 1984) vii. 
2Baiba Berzins, The Comillg of the Strangers (Sydney: CoUins, 1988) 18. 



European exploration of the Indian Ocean and South Pacific was led by Portugal and 

Spain. By 1497, the POltuguese navigated around South Africa and managed to sail to 

India and the East Indies, establishing trade in spices and materials. At this time the 

Spanish circumnavigated South America and the Pacific to reach the same region. The 

Dutch were interested in the East Indies for commercial reasons and were not interested in 

wasting money on "voyages of curiosity;" their desire to discover new commercial 

interests did mean they voyaged to Cape York via Indonesia in 1605.3 In 1611 the 

Dutch changed their shipping routes so that after rounding the Cape of Good Hope they 

sailed 4000 miles east before turning north, which halved the time it took to :mil to the 

East Indies. In strong winds they were blown very close to the Western Australian 

coastline where they met with Aborigines, but did not record any detailed observations. 

The Dutch made a few voyages to the south of the continent, then lost interest as there 

were no commercial incentives for continued exploration.4 

2.3. The Enlightenment 

In 1622, the British started voyages to this area. Their interests in the re£;ion were 

commercial and scientific although commercial interests were to eventually predominate 

and lead to the British colonisation of Australia. Another nation which displayed similar 

interests was France. So similar were their interests that by the end of the eighteenth 

centUlY they were still considering whether to set up a colony in Australia alongside the 

British. At this time, both France and Britain were enduring a stage of intellectual change 

and academic enquiry. The rivalry between the clergy and developing organisations such 

as The Royal Academy" in London and the "Societe des Observations de I'Homme" in 

Paris produced a number of conflicting views on how to observe people in their different 

environments. A developing form of anthropology was combined with theories of Neo

classicism, evolution and the Noble Savage to produce some advanced but symptomatic 

observations. 

3A.A Abbie, "First Encounter," 11" Origillal Australialls (London:Muller, 1969) 18. 
4Abbic 20. 
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The develOopment Oof scientific anthrOopOoIOogy in bOoth Britain and France had a strOong 

influence Oon the type Oof research that was being carried Oout Oon vOoyages to. the Pacific. 

Ships' lOogs and seamen's jOournals were an established part Oof EurOopean maritime rOoutine; 

the types Oof infOormatiOon they recOorded were, fOor example, graphs Oof cOoastiines, maps, 

OobservatiOons and written accOounts Oof the vOoyage. The rise Oof anthropOology meant 

scientists began develOoping theOories which needed factual infOormatiOon to. sUppOort 

hypOotheses; the intellectual cOommunity Oof bOoth cOountries, therefOore, began to. take a 

seriOous interest in the type and quality Oof data that was being recOorded Oon vOoyages. 

Techniques Oof OobservatiOon and dOocumentatiOon were develOoped to. meet the grOowing need 

fOor infOormatiOon. As early as 1756, Charles de BrOosses (1709-1777) wrote, in his 

Histoire des navigations aux Terres Australes [History Oof the NavigatiOon! Oof Terra 

Australis), that the navigatOor shOould cOoncentrate Oon cOollecting scientific fact, rather than 

seeking wealth thrOough the cOollectiOon Oof valuable artifacts.s HOowever, it was nOot until 

the third vOoyage to. Australia by the French that they included any scientists almOong the 

crew. The English alSo. tOoOok an impOortant step in this directiOon when em COoOok's 

Endeavour they included a variety Oof trained scientific Oobservers. 

Interest in the cOountries Oof the Pacific was kindled in the late eighteenth century by the 

vOoyages that were made by COoOok to. Oobserve the transit Oof Venus. Scientists were trying 

to. measure the distance between the earth and the sun and this invOolved Oobserving a 

planet's transit across the sun, from different places Oon the earth's surface. Thi.s practise 

and its OoutcOomes are discussed in Harry WOoOolrs The Transit of Venus: A Study of 

Eighteenth Century Science. The expeditiOons to. Oobserve the transit OofVenus in 1761 and 

alSo. 1769 led to. a marked increase in the knOowledge Oof the natural histOory Oof the. Pacific. 

5N J B Plomley. The Baudin Expedition and the Tasmanian Aborigines 1802 (Hobart: Blubber Head. 
1983) 4. 
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An increase in the interest in botany and zoology also occurred because of Linneaus' 

methods of nomenclature, which enabled studies on the relationships between the species 

to be made. The study of humans was at first not thought part of the natural sciences, 

however by the time Cook left on his first voyage to the Pacific (1769) this type of 

contact was encouraged: 

You are likewise to obselve the genius, temper, disposition and number of 
natives, if there be any, and endeavour by all proper means to cultivate a 
fIiendship and alliance with them, making them presents of such trifles as 
they may value, inviting them to traffick, and shewing them every kind of 
civility and regard; taking care however not to suffer yourself to be surprised 
by them, but to always opon your guard against any accident.6 

As the type of observation encouraged was mostly physical, no information on culture or 

social organisation was recorded. However by the time of D'Entrecasteaux's voyage 

(1791) his instructions included notes by Besson: 

If among you travellers there are any who have a knowledge of music:, it 
would be interesting to note the principal airs of tlle songs and dances of the 
people you meet. Much could be made of these kinds of obselvations, and 
also of enquiries concerning the important ways in which such societies divert 
themselves and pass the time'? 

D'Enu'ecasteaux did not, however, study any Aboriginal music, but the scientists on the 

following voyage (led by Baudin) were also given Besson's notes. Also for this next 

voyage, the philosopher Degerando, prepared a memoir on what to observe to gain an 

understanding of the way of life of native people. To study man effectively, Degerando 

argued, one must live in that society and study the language.s The Degerando 

methodology for social anthropology was not put into practice on this voyage. 

The obselvations that the French made were carIied out on Australian Aborigines in areas 

not too affected by the presence of the British, as the French felt, for accw'ate observation 

they needed to observe the race in its pristine condition. They centred their study on 

6Plomley 7. 
7Besson quoted in Plomlcy 9. 
8Plomley 10. 
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areas in Australia, like Tasmania and Western Australia, which were not yet under 

English control. The observations they made were very much tied in with the developing 

theories; for example, the theory that 'civilization' had an effect on individual human 

strength. The hypothesis advanced by philosophers of the Enlightenment:, such as 

Rousseau, was that: 

Of all the benefits which the apologists of man in a savage state have broUight 
forward in his behalf, his physical strength is that on which they insist most 
particularly and constantly.9 

Fran90ise Peron, spent time on the Baudin voyage studying this subject and came to the 

conclusion that 'civilized' man was in fact sO'onger than 'natural' man. French scientists 

developed experiments which would prove the superiority of their own race, and this 

information under the heading of 'evolution' was eventually used as a reason for the 

subjugation of technologically weaker people. The theory of natural selection became a 

tool for Europeans to use in justifying their actions: 

As soon as it was transformed from a biological to a social explanation of the 
history of life, and 'the sUlvival of the fittest' became a popular slogan on tongues 
and minds of European settlers in non European regions, evolutionary theory 
became a powerful anodyne for the suppression of guilt when dealing with 
'lesser' breeds without the law: an instrument for control, SUbjugation, and all too 
often - as with the case of the Tasmanians and Terra del Fuegians -
extermination. \0 

As Smith also points out, it is interesting that in Europe the theory of evolution was 

strongly opposed by the Church because it did not correspond with the creation theory, 

where as in Auso'alia the Church condoned the theory and its associated, 'survival of the 

fittest' slogan in rationalising the desll'uction of the Pacific cultures. 

Another competing theory that effected the way the Europeans viewed Pacific cultures in 

the late eighteenth century and eru'ly nineteenth century was the Enlightenment notion of 

the Noble Savage. PlomJey discusses the European attitude towards different races in the 

9Rousscau quoted in Berlins 24. 
IOS milh ix. 
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eighteenth century in relation to the idea of the noble savage. This doctrine was put 

forward by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in his essay, Discourse on the origill of inequality 

(1755). The idea of equality in the native society is contrasted to inequality in European 

society: 

Thus, every man punished the contempt shown him by others, in proportion 
to his opinion of himself, revenge became terrible, and men bloody and 
cruel. TillS is precisely the state reached by most of the savage nations known 
to us: and it is for want of having made a proper distinction in our ideas, and 
see how very far they already are from the state of nature, so that many 
writers hastily concluded that man is naturally cruel, and requi.res civil 
institutions to make him more mild; whereas nothing is more gentle than man 
in his primitive state, as he is placed by nature at an equal distance from the 
stupidity of brutes, and the fatal ingenuity of civilized man. 11 

Plomley proposes that, as a result of a partial understanding of the Rousseau essay, it 

was assumed that the native peoples of the Pacific were living in the style of the original 

inhabitants of the earth - in harmony with nature in egalitarian and uncorrupted societies. 

Smith proposes that, in reality, the only thing in favour of the idea of the noble savage, 

was that it tended to make transactions of cultural contact 'civilized.'12 For example, 

P6ron's observations on the Baudin voyage included an account of the "happiness and 

simplicity of a state of nature, of which I had so often read, and enjoyed in idea.. "\3 

Yet another theory was a. factor in this myriad of assumptions concerning the Pacific 

cultures: neo-classicism, which was concerned with the perfection of classical antiquity. 

The coexistence of neo-classicism, scientisim and romanticism in late eighteenlh-century 

thought can be seen when looking at the rival organisations in Britain at the time of 

Cook's first voyage to the Pacific. Smith points out that in 1768 the Royal Academy was 

established and the Royal Society promoted Cook's voyageJ4 The Royal Academy 

promoted neo-classical theories of Italian origin: nature was to be "rendered by the artist 

llRousseau quoted in Plomley 12. 
12Smith vii 
13Plomley 8. 
14Smith I. 
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not with her imperfections clinging to her but in pelfect forms."15 These perfect forms 

were copied from ancient Greek and Italian Renaissance art works. The Royal Society, 

however, was more influenced by contemporary scientific thought and appealed to 

scientists and travellers to "observe carefully, record accurately and experiment." 16 The 

scientific developments that were a result of the society's views on the style and quality 

of observation and documentation in the Pacific were ultimately the downfall of neo-

classicism. 

2.4. The Baudin Voyage 

The French expedition led by Nicolas Baudin was an example of a voyage which made 

observations of indigenous cultures of the Pacific and documentations of their slPeech and 

song. There is a wealth of written material dealing with the Baudin voyage of 1800-

1804. Primary sources that are useful are the journals of Baudin translated by Cornell, 

the facsimile of the mtwork of the expedition edited by Bonnemallls, Forsyth and Smith, 

and of course the narrative of the voyage produced by Franyoise Peron and Louis de 

Freycinet published in three volumes and an "Atlas" under the title Voyage de 

decouvertes aux Terres Australes. Secondm·y sources that are particularly useful are 

Plomley's The Baudin Expedition and the Tasmanian Aborigines J 802 and Smith's 

European Vision and the South Pacific, 1768-1850. Smith and Plomley deal with the 

politics and methodologies of the time and how they influenced documentation such as 

journals and visual rut work. 

The Baudin expedition included 239 crew and 23 scientists and artists in two ships. As 

Nicolas Baudin died in Mauritius on the return voyage the nru-rative of the voyage was 

written up by Peron and Freycinet. TIle nalTative creates the impression that the voyage 

was the order of Napoleon, however, Marchant disputes this and points out that by 

looking at the manuscl1pt records, it is clear that the Baudin mission was planned by the 

15Smilh I. 
16Smilh I. 
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preceding government, before Napoleon achieved power.J7 Moore also points out that 

by the time Peron came to writing up the journals, ideas about the uses of anthmpological 

investigation had changed. During the nineteenth century, political and economic 

pressures combined with the surfacing 'survival of the fittest' theories meant that the 

French began taking their own interests more seriously than the rights of Pacific natives. 

The sort of information provided by the Baudin voyage was only of interest in assessing 

the advantages that could be gained from the native people. 

The notations of Aboriginal music from this voyage appear in Peron's Atlas and include 

no documentation as to who produced them. However, the journal of the later French 

voyage to Australia made by Freycinet reproduces the notations and cites them as the 

artist Charles-Alexandre Lesueur's work. As Freycinet was co-editor of the narrative of 

the Baudin Voyage, it is fair to assume that he knew the correct authorship of the 

notations.1 8 The three sketches are described as "Music des Naturels -1. Chant- 2. air 

de danse- 3. cri de ralliement." 19 Also included in Peron's Atlas are notations made in 

other countries they visited in the Pacific.20 The notation stands as an observation rather 

than a piece of artwork as it is not arranged for performance with an accomlPaniment. 

This shows that the observer was aware of the need for accurate observation mther than 

the production of artifacts.21 

17Christine Cornell, Queslions Relating to Nicolas Boudin's Australian Expedition, 1800-1804 
Diss. (Adelaide: Libraries Board, 1956) 69. Leslie R Marchant, France Australe: A Study of French 
Explorations and Attempts to Found a Penal Colony and Strategic Base in South Western Aillstralia 
1503-1826 (perth: Art Look, 1982) ix. 
18Louis De Freycinet Voyage Autour du Monde Entrepris (1817-1820) vol. 2 part 2 (Paris: np, 
1839) 774. 
19Fran,ois Peron "Atlas" Voyage de Dtcouvertes aux Terres Australes (Paris, De I'Imprimerie 
Imperiale, 1807-1816) np. 
20while the 'Timor' notations will not be analysed, they have been included for completen,ess, as a 
characteristic of maritime voyages was that the information collected in each country.was compared as 
a means of assessing the cultures. 
21 It could possible be argued that the juxtaposition of the three notations shows more about the 
French traditions of tripart forms 'Andante, adagio, presto' than of Australian Aboriginal performing 
traditions. 
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Example 2.1. Lesueur Notations from the Baudin Expedition (1800-1084) 
"Music des Naturels" 
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The first 'Chant,' is a beautiful downward falling melodic line. It is barred in 2/2 but the 

extensive use of pauses suggests that the observer might have understood the ilTegularity 

of the rhythm and that this was the most accurate way of notating this difference using 

familiar symbols. The repeat is significant as it shows that the observer felt the material 

did not change in its repeat, or that if it did, the alteration was not worth notating. No 

attempt was made at transcribing the words of the song. It would have to be assumed 

that the observer did not spend a long time with the performers trying to take down the 

text or understanding the function of the song, but did use the symbols that he knew to 

describe the melodic movement of the line and the irregularities in rhythm, seeing these as 

elements that could be separated from the overall cultural content. 

The title of the next notation again shows the observer's assessment of the function of the 

piece: 'Air de Danse' suggests that it was a song that was danced to. ('Air' in French 

opera and ballet of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was an instrumental piece 

designed to accompany dancing.) Although we are told the song had two parts, one for 

"femmes," the other for "homme," we are not told who sang and who danced. Nor are 

we told what the words "15 15 Con go Lanmba Lanmba" or "pouhe pouhe," mean. One 

might question the use of French acutes in the transcriptions of Aboriginal words, but it 

is important to remember that it is exactly the same with music notation: the observer is 

choosing the symbols that will best describe what they are hearing, and in each case the 

range in choice of symbols will probably differ. The 'Air de Danse' is notated on the 

pitch E in octaves. The notation is very short - eleven bars, which apparently repeat: 

although the unevenness of the phrases is interesting, the observer does not bother to 

transcribe the words under the second line to show how text underlay would have fitted 

the shortened phrase. Again there is a repeat sign at the end of the notation which 

suggests that the piece continues with apparently no alterations. Either the observer is 

concerned about fitting all the examples onto one page to have a neat three part artifact, or 

does not feel the need to make a detailed investigation. 
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"eri de Ralliement," the third example, is a notated cooee or "couM." As this is placed in 

the bass clef, the observer is inferring that the call was made by males. The fact the 

cooee has been notated as song is itself worthy of comment. Traditionally the cooee was 

used both in speech and song, however, the observer did not remark on its use. He 

chose rather to notate it as music as this was the best way he could describe the unusual 

vocal range and timbre of the cooee. The notation of the second note a fourth above the 

first is also interesting as later notations of the call place the interval much furthe:r aprut. 

The three notations made on the Baudin expedition raise a number of points. Without a 

doubt, they show that the French were interested in making accurate observations of the 

cultures of the Pacific. However no background material was supplied with the 

notations. The observer was also concel1led with ironing out inconsistencies in pitch and 

repetition but did u'y to notate irregularities in rhythm with the use of pauses. The total 

lack of information conceming the text, meaning and function of the music shows that the 

observers on the Baudin expedition ignored Degerando's methodology for social 

anthropology which was specifically written up for the members of this voyage to 

follow. Moore blames Peron for this as he was the one who had been included on the 

voyage to CruTY out these requirements. Marchant gives the likely reasons for this failure: 

as many of the scientists abandoned the expedition at Mauritius, Peron had to cover many 

more duties than was originally planned, also as Peron was on Baudin's ship he did not 

have many chances to go ashore.22 

2.5. O.L.D. de Rienzi 

Another voyager who made notations of music of Pacific cultures was the French 

scientist and explorer Domeny de Rienzi. De Rienzi had much the same influences as 

the scientists on the Baudin expedition: he was a member of a number of scientific 

organisations such as the "Societe de Oeographie" the "Academies de France et D'Italie" 

22Marchanl l16. 
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and the "Asiatiques de Paris et de Bombay."23 The objectives of his voyage, in 1833, 

would have therefore included the study of humans in their natural environment. 

Notations made by De Rienzi show that, as in the Baudin voyage, he was interested in 

the collecting of 'melodies' from each country he visited. Each of the twelve De Rienzi 

notations, are set out beside each other in his publication so comparisons between them 

can be made.24 

All twelve notations use the same types of symbols. Time signatures used are all 

common (2/4, 3/4, C, 6/8), and De Rienzi notates all of the melodies strictly wil!hin these 

signatures. Key signatures and tessituras used reflect De Rienzi's desire to fit all the 

melodies neatly on the treble stave. The highest note of each transcription is nearly 

always an E or F (with the notable exception of notation number 2.2.e). Italian tempo 

indications are given for each notation which range from 'Tempo giusto' to Andante 

Cantabile' and 'Largo flebile.' Only a few notations have texts given, and these are not 

translated. The accompanying infonnation for the notations talks briefly about the types 

of instruments used in these counu'ies and gives a detailed description of the Javanese 

gamelan. De Rienzi considered Java to be the country of 'riches' because of its 

insU'uments and music.25 

23Domcny de Ricnzi, lIistore et Description de tOilS les Peuples Oceallie, Vol. 2 (Paris:Didot, 1836) 
i . 
24 As this formal scems 10 be important in the journal of De Rienzi , all twelve notations have been 
r7F,roduced in this thesis to comply with this. 
2. Dc Rienzi 78. ilLes Javannais sond plus riches. 1I 
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Example 2.2. Notations - De Rienzi (1833) 
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The "Air Australien des Sauvages de la Terre d'Arnheim" (2.2.1) is a two line song, 

although no text is given. The piece is placed in the key of E major with a flattened 

sixth, as the conventions of the day would not have permitted De Rienzi to omit the C 

sharp from the key signature. Pitch variation and vocal timbre are not documented. 

Rhythmic variation is also not indicated in the piece, it stands simplistically in an Andante 

2/4. It is interesting that De Rienzi includes no repeat signs in this notation: it can be 

seen in examples 2.2.b, 2.2.c, 2.2.d, and 2.2.g that he uses da capo signs and writes 

out repeats where he feels they are impOltant, but never includes repeat signs at the ends 

of pieces. Either there was no repeat of the phrase or he felt that repeats were not 

important. 

No documentation accompanies "Air Australien" to explain where and when it was 

performed or for what purpose, how it was accompanied, if there was dancing, if it was 

part of a larger form. The De Rienzi obviously felt that there was no need for 

accompanying infOlmation, rather that the most important thing was the melody, and that 

by comparing melody lines from different countries, some information about the 

differences in cultu.re could be obtained. De Rienzi's notation shows he considered only 

a few aspects of the music important such as melody, key, and speed. Rhythm is 

important in "Air Australien" only as a single line~it is not explored as palt of a larger 

pattern which includes rhythms of accompanying instrumentS and changes through 

repeats. Aspects which are totally ignored include words, meaning, function, timbre, 

pitch and accompaniment and in this, De Rienzi's notations show his concern for 

notating aspects which are important in his own culture rather than the one he is 

studying. His inclusion of these notations without accompanying material is 1typical of 

maritime exploration where sketches and notations were meant to stand as objective 

evidence, like photographs. 

2.5 Compilations 
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Later journals of maritime voyages such as those of Charles Wilkes and Louis de 

Freycinet show a remarkable change in research methodologies as they relied heavily on 

second-hand materials instead of collecting their own. Voyagers at a new P()rt of call 

would not only collect sketches of flora and fauna (more often than not from the Sydney 

Botanical Garden), sketches of coastlines and settlements, but would also collect 

information on the history and politics of that country. As the types of information that 

needed to be collected was so varied, the voyagers relied on research already completed. 

The inclusion of second-hand source material in their journals meant that they were 

reproducing the biases of the Oliginal documentor. InfOimation concerning indigenous 

culture was reproduced in this way, and included a notation from each country, a small 

discussion about the performance and the types of instruments used. The voyagers, 

because of tlleir methodologies, were limited to answering a set of predetermined criteria 

and gaining that infonnation from secondary sources. 

2.6.1. Charles Wilkes 

Charles Wilkes was tlle leader ofthe United States Exploring Expedition 1838-1842. He 

published the narrative from the expedition which included a number of collected 

notations from each country visited.26 His narrative is a good example of maritime 

compilations as the journal includes details of everything from sketches of the landscape 

and settlements, to average rainfalls and temperatures, and notes on natural science and 

Aboriginal culture. The researchers from this expedition relied heavily on second hand 

sources and dubious primruy sources for their information. It is not surprising therefore 

to see the Field notation (which will be examined in chapter three) reproduced among the 

examples of Aboriginal music. Field's accompanying information has been omitted, 

which highlights the compilers attitude that aspects of the music such as melody and 

26Charles Wilkes, Narrative of the Uniting States Exploring Expedition (1838- /842) Vol. 2 
(London: n.p. 1845) 189-190. As the notations published in this narrative did not originally appear 
together, il has not been considered necessary to reproduce all the nola lations but rather only those 
collected in Australia. 
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rhythm could by themselves characterise the music. Wilkes says about the rest of the 

notations: 

In their music they do not sound any common chords. and only the accompaniment 
was a kind of bass. written below. which was in fact only a very deep-tone:d grunt. 
sounded. as ho. ho. ho. very deep in the throat. At the end of each dance they 
finished with a loud whoa. or screech. an octave above the key-note. The above 
[2.3.a) is thought by Mr Drayton [a member of the expedition] not to be entirely 
native music. but the following he has no doubt of; the words are given as he heard 
them. The above [2.3.b) as well as those which follow [2.3.c and 2.3.<11. were 
obtained from a native who was on his way with a new song to his tribe.27 

Obviously this information has been collected from different sources and synthesized. 

Wilkes says that a characteristic of Aboriginal music is that at the end of each note they 

finish with a loud "whoa. or screech. an octave above the key-note." although this is not 

notated in any of the examples. Also it is stated that the last three notations were taken 

from "a native who was on his way with a new song to his tribe." which can not be 

entirely true as the last notation was made by Barron Field at least sixteen yealfs earlier. 

Only the fIrst notation has any reference to the accompanying material in that it includes a 

bass line "ho. ho. ho;" the melody line. however. is thought by the authors to be of 

dubious origin. 

27Wilkcs 189-189. 
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Example 2.3. The Charles Wilkes Collection (1838-1842) 
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The fonn and types of symbols chosen to represent the music, are similar to those of 

Lesueur and de Rienzi. All notations fit into simple time signatures and key signatures 

(with the exception of the Field notation). The first notation's key is not so simple as by 

bars 4 and 5, the bass note is forming a dissonance with the treble note; G with F sharp, 

then F sharp with E (something which would be unlikely in simple nineteenth century 

harmony). Either this is what the notator heard, or the bass notes are to Ix~ taken as 

unpitched and are as Wilkes says,"in fact only a very deep-toned grunt." No other signs 

are used to qualify speed or dynamics and he does not discuss the meaning of the words 

or music. 

2.6.2. Freycinet 

Another collection of notations in the snme style as the Wilkes collection was made by 

Louis de Freycinet on his second voyage to Australia in 1819. Freycinet's journal from 

this expedition, Voyage Aurol/r dl/ MOllde Entrepris (1817-20) includes substantial 

amounts of material from secondary sources including the reuse of material from his 

earlier voyage with Baudin. Of the five notations included in this journal, Frey,;inet only 

claims numbers 1 and 4 as new material, "L'air no.2 a ete note par M. Field, et les nos. 3 

et 5 par M. Lesueur, it l'epoque du voyage de Baudin aux Terres Australes."27 He does 

not name the notator of of the new material. A curious characteristic of Freycinet's reuse 

of material is that in each instance he transposes the notation: the Field notation (2.4. b) is 

taken up a major third, the first of Lesueur's notations (2.4.c), down a major second, 

and the last of Lesueur's notations (2.4.d), down a perfect fifth. Freycinet also adds 

Italian speed markings, changes the spellings of the text and adds explanation~; such as: 

"On recommence et 1'0n poursuit ad libitum" and "eri pous se reconnoitre de loin." 

27Louis de Freycinet 774. 
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Example 2.4. The Louis de Freycinet Collection (1819 published 1839) 
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The two new notations that appear in this publication, "Danse du Kangaroo" and "Air de 

pCche," display many of the same features as the previous examples. They aJre notated 

neatly on the treble stave (the first example having an accompanying bass pulse), fit into 

accepted time and key signatures, have Italian speed markings, and have no indlication of 

meaning, vocal qualities, rhythmic or pitch fluctuation, accompanying instruments or 

movements. The text is given to "Air de peche," but, it is not translaled. The 

accompanying information is brief and provides no further insight into the music. It 

would have to be concluded that Freycinet pushed aside the theories of observ ation that 

had been developed in France expressly for these voyages, in favour of producing 

compilations of second-hand interpretations. 

2.7. Conclusion 

Although French and English theory was pushing towards the ideal that the naltive view 

was important, voyagers still refused to acknowledge this and acted like superior 

assessors of the cultures with which they came into contact. Their documentation was 

shrouded in a scientific theory which claimed that drawings and notations could stand as 

reliable objective evidence, and did not need large amounts of accompanying material. 

Therefore, the research that was done on indigenous music was carried out acc:ording to 

individual conceptions of what aspects needed to be documented to provide a 

characteristic representation. Without consulting the people who owned the music about 

what was important in their music, the notators could only document their own 

interpretations. Later journals of maritime voyages such as those of Wilkes and 

Freycinet, show that native concept grew even further from the minds of documentors, 

who relied on secondary sources with their inherent biases. Members from 'The United 

States Exploring Expedition,' might not have had access to these theories of observation, 

but Freycinet would have been familiar with the notes on social anthropology that were 

written for the Baudin voyage. 
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All of the early expeditioners showed no awareness of native concept, adopting instead 

the role of assessor and superior. They were given information about the kinds of 

sounds that Aborigines considered 'good,' but they chose to ignore this and instead 

passed judgement: 

We knew already that these savages had little taste for the violin; but we flattered 
ourselves they would not be altogether insensible to its tones, if lively tunes, and 
very distinct in their measure, were played. At first, they left us in doubt for some 
time; on which our musician redoubled his exertions; ... but the bow dropped 
from his hand, when he beheld the whole assembly stopping their ears with their 
fingers, that they might here no more.29 

Only one enlightened voyager considered for a moment what the other side might have 

been thinking. Lieutenant Philip Gidley King on the 18th January 1788 wrote in relation 

to the Aboriginals of Botany Bay: "I think it is very easy to conceive the ridiculous figure 

we must appear." 30 However none of the scientists stopped to consider this, and King 

himself even left this line out of his journal when he wrote it up in 'fair copy.' It was to 

be many years before the native concepts of music became important to 

ethnomusicologists. 

It is also true that French maritime voyagers observing indigenous culture did so without 

the application of Degerando's methodology for social anthropology. His theory that 

successful cross-cultural observations can only be made by someone who lives with the 

new society, learns the language, and realises their own subjectivity, was never taken 

seriously by voyagers. Preparing notes for the members of the 'Societe des obs:ervateurs 

de l'homme,' who were joining the Baudin voyage in 1800, Degerando included the 

following note on the hazards of commerce, ambition, and prejudice. Such an ardent 

statement on the failures of previous voyages should have prepared the scientists for the 

obstacles which lay in wait for them, and perhaps it did to some degree, but not to the 

extent that Degerando visioned. 

29La Billardiere quoted in H. Ling Roth, The Aboriginals o/Tasmallia (Halifax: King, 1899) 134. 
30Berzins 18. 
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... divided by other concerns, and with a great impetus to discover new countries 
than to study them, constantly moving when they should have stayed at rest, biased 
perhaps by those unjust prejudices that cast a slur in our eyes on savage societies, 
or at least, witness of our European indifference for them, they did not sufficiently 
devote themselves to bringing exact and complete observations; they have met the 
invariable end of those who observe in a precipitate and supeIficial manneJ - their 
observations have been poor, and the impetfection of their reports has been the 
penalty of our carelessness ... the main object ... would be the careful gathering 
of all means that might assist him to penetrate the thought of the peoples among 
whom he would be situated and to account for the order of their actions and 
relationships.30 

30Joseph-Marie Degerando quoted in Isabel McBryde, "Ethnohistory in an Australia Context: 
Independent Discipline or Convenient Data Quany?" Aboriginal History 3:2 (1979) 128. 
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Chapter Three 

Inland exploration 

3.1. Introduction - International Trends 

In the late eighteenth century, inland exploration started to become more popular than 

maritime exploration: this shift was caused by new scientific theories and literary styles. 

Scientific expeditions were still being mounted to search for and name 'new' species of 

plants and animals according to the Linnaeus system, however by the end of tlhe century 

scientists had become interested in the changes in flora and fauna according to 

geographical terrain. Pratt writes that in 1822, Alexander von Humbolt affirmed, "it is 

not by sailing along a coast that we can discover the direction of mountains: and their 

geological constitution, the climate of each zone, and its influence on the forms and habits 

of organized beings." 1 The naming of species and the desire to map inland terrain 

developed hand in hand. 

Once extensive maps of sea routes and the world's coastlines had been made" maritime 

exploration became obsolete as the excitement of 'new' discoveries by inland exploration 

began to emerge. Von Humbolt again summarises these feelings: 

In general, sea-expeditions have a certain monotony which arises from the 
necessity of continually speaking of navigation in a technical language . ... The 
history of journeys by land in distant regions is far more calculated to incite general 
interests.2 

It was the excitement of exploration rather than scientific endeavour which seemed to 

make inland exploration appealing to a large majority of people. Journals and diaries 

recording these explorations were often published with racy and untechnicallanguage in 

newspapers. 

1 Alexander von Humbolt quoted in Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing alld 
Transculluralloll (London: Routledge, 1992) 24. 
2Alexander von Humbolt quoted in Pratt 24. 



Another reason for the rise of inland exploration was political. In European tradition, 

with exploration and mapping comes naming, and naming (as in Aboriginall~ulture) is 

considered part way to ownership. This was the case in maritime exploration and 

continued into the inland exploration. Pratt argues that by the last years of the dghteenth 

century, naming and therefore claiming had become a major concern for European 

governments: "interior exploration had become the major object of expansionist energies 

and imaginings. "3 

3.2.1. Australian Inland Exploration 

In Australia, inland exploration reflected a combination of all of these factors . For 

Australian explorers the main reason for inland exploration was political, but the other 

factors certainly influenced the type of documentation that was produced. Inland 

exploration began after the establishment of a penal colony in Sydney and was II practical 

response to the geographical terrain as the settlers needed land suitable for agriculture so 

that they could provide for themselves and become less of a financial burden tOo England. 

Fitzpatric says of this "the demand for good pastoral land was undoubtedly the most 

important single motive impelling the colonists to finance exploration beyond thl~ frontiers 

of settlement and to find practical routes from the back country from which wool was 

exponed."4 After the gold rush of 1851, the exploration for precious metals became a 

major reason for exploration and this continues today. 

3.2.2. Mapping 

The inland explorer of Australia was primarily interested in mapping and the discovery of 

plants and animals; the observation of indigenous people was not a great conc,ern but in 

some cases the inclusion of this sort of information made 'interesting reading.' This is 

most obvious when looking at the maps of explorations: explorers travelled in straight 

lines across the country, no matter what the conditions were like, whereas Aboriginals 

3Pra1l23. 
4KalhiccIl FiLZpalric,AlIstraliull Explorers: A ,"Iee/ioll of/heir writing (London: Oxford UP, 1958) 2. 
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travelled only where there was enough food and water. Fitzpatric notes thl~ explorer 

Strzelecki's comments on this: 

the Aborigine lived 'in perfect harmony with nature; but it was the business of the 
explorer to strive with nature and overcome it. The Aborigines were nomads; they 
went where food was .... But the explorer went - as far as water allowed him - in 
the direction of his objective, which often took him into hungry lands.5 

This accounts for the many tragic outcomes of overland exploration in Australia. The 

observations that were made of Aboriginal people were not scientific but rather casual 

observance and spe.culation. This was in contrast to the maritime expeditions whose 

scientists were instructed on how to observe and document indigenous cultures" 

In the early nineteenth century considerable speculation surrounded the nature of the 

continent's interior. Myths of a fertile interior became a great source for travel writing. 

Explorers such as Sturt were searching for an inland sea: 

I had adopted the impression that this immense tract of land had formally been an 
archi pel ago of islands, and that the apparently boundless plains into which I had 
descended on my former expeditions were or rather had been at one time selparated 
one island from the other, it was impossible indeed to transverse them as I had 
done, and not feel convinced that they had at one period or the other been covered 
by waters of the sea.6 

While searching for the residue of this sea, Sturt had a lot of contact with Aboriginal 

people, but his education was such that all he could report was personal speculation 

which was sensitive but uneducated. 

3.2.3. Naming 

Explorations overland were primarily to assess the landscape for commercial reasons, but 

also to explore for the purpose of mapping and naming. The act of naming was 

important as in the explorers' consciousness, a place did not exist (or exist with a history) 

until it had been named. The act of naming was the act of claiming and imagining, as the 

5Fitzpatric 6. 
6Fitzpatric 20. 
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names used were Euro-christian names, the places became transferred into European 

knowledge and history. Paul Calter, in The Road to Botany Bay considers that history 

begins not in a particular year nor place, but in the act of naming: by this act: "space is 

transfonned symbolically into a place, that is a space with history. "7 

3.2.4. Ambition and fame 

Personal ambition also played a part in exploration. Mitchell and Sturt confessed to the 

motive of ambition - of fame in a new country and also to the love of adventure. 

Fitzpatric quotes Sturt as remarking that he had explored the country "not without a 

feeling of anlbition, I am ready to admit, for that feeling should ever pervade the breast of 

a soldier, but also with an earnest desire to promote the public good. "8 In their journals, 

explorers wrote themselves as the hero of an adventure: overcoming great hardship for 

the good of the country. The explorer Ernest Giles wrote: 

No work of fiction can excel, or even equal, in romantic and heart-stilTing interest, 
the volumes worthy to be written in letters of gold, which recorded the deeds and 
the sufferings of these notable toilers in the dim and distant field of discovery 
afforded by the A ustralian continent. 9 

The wild charm and exciting desire that induce an individual to undertake the 
arduous tasks that lie before the explorer and the pleasure and delight of visiting new 
and totally unknown places are only whetted by his first attempt. I have called the 
book The Romal/ce oj Exploratiol/; t11e romance is in the chivalry of the achievement 
of difficult and dangerous, if not almost impossible tasks. An explorer is an 
explorer from love, and it is nature not arr that makes him so.1O 

3.2.5. The romance novel 

The wide acceptance of the explorer as hero meant that accounts of inland travel became 

very sentimental. Narratives were formed by the day by day happenings and thoughts 

and emotions of the explorer. It was written largely as an adventure using racy 

unscientific language which would appeal to the public. Because the narrator's actions 

and thoughts became an important part of the plot, the type of documentation of 

7PauJ Carter, The Road to BotallY Bay (London: Faber, 1987) 190. 
8Fitzpatric 12. 
9Pitzpatric 12. 
10Fitzpatic 12. 
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indigenous culture was personal reflection. As these explorers were not educated in 

methods of observation, often their reflections were not very useful. They range from 

Sturt's sympathetic response to Aboriginals in traditional life styles to Arthur Bicknell's 

comments on a corroboree that the "whole affair is childish and weak. "11 The Romance 

novel existed not so much in a particular time, but was a style that continued to be used 

from the 1840s well into the 1900s. 

Whereas the scientists on the maritime explorations were briefed before voyages on what 

should be studied and how to document it, inland explorers wrote their explorations as 

adventures because this type of literature was popular at the time. The sale of their stories 

to journals, newsletters, newspapers or publishers, would finance the return of the 

explorer to Europe or perhaps a new exploration as the readership of these tabloids were 

keen for sentimental dramatisations of the contact zone. Travel writing like this, drew on 

what Pratt calls 'survival literature' - first hand accounts of shipwrecks, castaways, 

mutinies, abandonments, and "(the special inland version) captivities."12 

Although the journals were written as adventures, they were not fictional. Cmter says 

that the readers of this literature understood that: 

the journal narrative might resemble the plot of a novel but it was not fiction. The 
narrators adopted a distinct persona similar to that of a hero in a romance; but more 
importantly, what is being told is the biography of the journey. 13 

Notations of music made by these kinds of explorers were rare and although not fictional 

they are usually of dubious origin. Most notations were not made in the field but were 

collected from a different source and inserted into the texts when they wt:re being 

prepared for publication. They were used to add authenticity, interest, and scientific 

dimensions to the nan·ative. 

llArthur Bicknell, Travel alld Adl'elllure ill North Queellslalld (London: Longmans, 1895) 39, 
12Pratt 86. 
13Carter 72. 
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3.2.6 The education of explorers 

The excitement of inland exploration often hid the lack of education of the explorers. 

Their awkward prose was excused in the preface of their journals with comments such 

as: 

These notes were not at first intended for publication and coming from a hand more 
accustomed to the rifle than the pen, doubtless are wanting in much of the gloss 
and finish that insure success; but with all their faults I leave them to the public, 
and hasten westward to gather fresh materials for a work more worthy of them, 
should this effort meet with their approbation. 14 

A number of Australian explorers were ex-military including: Major Thomas Livingstone 

Mitchell, Captain Charles Sturt, and George Gray.I5 With no prospect of active service 

in Australia in the first half of the nineteenth century these soldiers had no opportunities 

for promotion or adventure, so they took up offers of finance from geographicaJ societies 

to go on expeditions, and also worked as surveyors for the govemment. 

Maritime exploration was done in very large groups with specialised jobs allocated to 

people with expertise, which meant that documentation was likely to be scientifically 

based. Overland expeditions had to be small and move fast because of the lack: of water

too many people in a party meant excessive water consumption. Therefore. 

documentation was carried out by one person, and that person was often selecte:d because 

of physical stamina rather than educational background. 

3.3. Examples of inland notation 

Four examples of the notation of Aboriginal music which fit into the categorya .of interior 

travel writing are those by Barron Field, Carl Lumholtz, Tom Petrie and A.S.E. Rolfe. 

Although it will be seen that these four notations were made at different times, and in 

different styles and by men with divergent educational backgrounds, they all display a 

l4Frederic de Br~banl Cooper. Wild AdvlI{ures ill Aus{ralia (London: Blackwood. (857) iv. 
l5FilZpalric 10. 
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'sentimental' approach to the constructing of the narrative rather than a 'scientific' 

approach. 

3.3.1. Barron Field 

The first example comes from Barron Field's Geographical Memoirs of New South 

Wales which includes a number of geographical reports, journals of explOJration and 

survival tales from different people. The "Journal of an Excursion Across the Blue 

Mountains of New South Wales, October 1822," is an attempt at plant and animal 

naming, in the Linnaeus tradition: 

The notes of the birds of New Holland are rather cries than song. . . Some are 
harsh and vulgar, like ... the laughing jackass (a series of kingfisher) ... to 
which I would have given the name of alcedo onocrotalus; but am informed it is 
the daccelo gigalltea of Dr Leach ... 16 

However, the journal also includes personal observations on land formations , the 

weather, English settlement and history, and the unsuccessful contact zones of Australia. 

He notes the diminishing number and culture of Aboriginal people and uses this as the 

basis for a lengthy speculation about their worth and plight. 

When all thy simple race is extinct, thy name, gentle and well-bred Harry! shall be 
recorded, at least. in the pages of this journal. Our courtiers say aU's s8vag'e but at 
court. But of this. at least. I am sure, that thou were the most courteous savage that 
ever bade good-morrow.J7 

Field refers to Australian Aboriginals as "creatures," "simple natives," and "savages" 

echoing the view of the time. Field had no education in observing other cuI tures - he 

trained in law in England and obtained an appointment as Judge of the Supreme Court of 

New South Wales between 1817 and 1824. His writing of Aboriginal culture was 

therefore mainly a combination of personal opinion and information from second hand 

accounts. For example. it was his opinion that while Aborigines "are not without the 

16Barron Field, "Journal of an Excursion Across the Blue Mountains of New South Wales, October, 
1822," Fourteell ]oumeys Over the Blue Moulllaills oj New South Wales 1813-1841, cd. George 
Mackaness (Sydney: Horwitz, 1965) 130. 
17Field 129. 
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stamp of their Maker's image ... perhaps it is better that their name should pass away 

from the earth."18 Describing a corroboree he says "in a few years perhaps:, even the 

corrobory will be no more," and gives a notation which he describes as an "Australian 

national melody." Field did not notate this melody on his journey across the Blue 

Mountains, but includes it in his journal for 'colour and authenticity.' It is likely that the 

notation was not even made in relation to a specific corroboree, as he says of it, "I took 

down the fonowing Australian national melody from Harry, who married Carangarang, 

the sister of the celebrated Bennilong." This suggests that Harry was one of the small 

group of Aboriginals who had cultural contact with urban white settlers. 

The notation is twelve bars long which repeat. It is a one octave descent wlhich Field 

notates in the transposed phrygian mode, " it begins with a high note, and gradually sinks 

to the octave, whence it rises again immediately to the top."19 The inclusion of "&c" 

instead of a repeat sign would suggest that the piece is repeated more than once. It is 

placed in the treble clef but this does not indicate voice type as Field notes that it is "sung 

by a few males and females who take part in the dance. "20 The words of the notation are 

of dubious origin: the rhyming of 'gum-ber-ry jah' with 'jin-gun-ve-lah' seems to be 

more within a European tradition. No translation is given of the text which suggests that 

Field did not work with the performer on the text. 

18Fie1d 127. 
19Fie1d 126. 
2DJoieid 126. 
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Example 3.1 Barron Field Notation 1822 
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Field gives a detailed account of the dance steps, accompaniment, and body painting 

which usually was not commented on. In the maritime tradition, sketches were made that 

would stand as objective evidence, whereas in the inland travel tradition the authors were 

given more scope to speculate and describe their impressions in words. For example 

Field writes on the corroboree "the ... night dance still obtains. This festivity is 

performed in very good time, and not unpleasing tune ..... the glare of the fire gives a 

picturesque effect to the savage scene, and the dance works the performers up to a 

sublime enthusiasm. "21 Field here is the romantic interpreter. His notation, was not 

made at the site of the corroboree and is surrounded by information which rdlects the 
• 

literary freedom of the genre. 

3.3.3. Carl Lumholtz 

Carl Lumholtz's study was written much later than Field's (in 1881) and was not an 

accont of an exploration but rather a four year stay with North Queensland Aborigines. 

Lumholtz places himself as the hero in the narrative and conforms to othe:r stylistic 

qualities of the romance novel including accounts of 'scandals' such as cannibalism, sex, 

and murder. Lumholtz says of this: 

In August 1881 I entered upon my first journey of discovery, in the cO\ll'se of 
which r penetrated about 800 miles into Western Queensland, the results J~owise 
corresponded to the hardships I had to endure .... and there I lived among: a race 
of people whose culture - if indeed they can be said to have a culture what: ever -
must be characterised as the lowest to be found among the lowest of the homo 
sapiells.22 

Lumholtz gives three notations apparently sung by indigenous people from the Herbert 

River.23 The first two notations, however, were sung by people who were very much 

influenced by European contact: by Aborigines on a 'station' and by '''civilized' blacks" 

in Rockhampton.24 

2JFieid 126. 
22Carl Lumhollz, Anwng Cannibals: An AccoulII oj Four Years Travels ill Allsrralia alld C<2IIlP Life 
with rhe Aborigines oj Queellsland (London: Murray, 1989) ii. 
23LumhoILz 46-47,171-173. 
24LumhoUz 172. 
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Example 3.2. Notations made by Lumholtz 
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Example 3.2 Notations made by Lumholtz 
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The first notation is placed fIrmly in A major, and is essentially a one octave drop 

repeated. The tempo -'tempo di Valse', and the upwards rising phrases are not perhaps 

representative of the original, but the repeated low notes at the end of each sec:tion show 

some development in knowledge concerning indigenous music. Lumholtz says of this: 

The song was as usual a ceaseless repetition of a couple of strophes, each one 
which ended in a long monotonous series of deep tones by which the strophe was 
repeated. To be able to hold the last tone very long is a sign of ability to sing 
well.25 

This was said about the second notation which also ends with a repetition om a low A. 

The use of the pause on the last note in both of these notations reflect Lumho ltz' 

observation on the singing of the last note. The use of tempo marking 'tempo di marcia' 

and the placing of the piece in bars of four beats show Lumholtz is working within the 

European tradition, however the rhythmic complexity of the whole piece, and the use of 

triplets, ties, accents and un beamed quavers and semiquavers show he is trying to notate 

the complexity of the music. Lumholtz says of the second notation that it is accompanied 

by sticks, however he neglects to notate this, but does comment on the clatter caused by 

using a boomerang for an instrument: "the singer produces this by hitting a boomerang 

against a nolla nolla, the former hitting the latter with both ends, but not quite 

simultaneously. "26 He gives no translation of either text, but comments on the extensive 

use of English in the fIrst notation and the inability of the performers to be able to explain 

the text of the second notation as it was a song that had been taught to them from people 

from a different language group. The third of Lumholtz's notations is completely 

different in style, it is described as a "war song. "27 It is short compared to the first two, 

has a smaller tesitura, does not show any rhythmic complexity, or include a long last 

note. It is interesting that Lumholtz includes a key signature of four flats, as the notation 

does not include two of the pitches that are meant to be flattened: it can be assumed that 

he is instead trying to place the piece in a European 'tonality.' Lumholtz comments of the 

25Lumholtz 171. 
26Lumhol tz 173. 
27Lumholtz 173. 
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"hoarse" vocal timbre used, and also notes that the songs are not sung in a chorus, but 

rather by one or two singers at a time.28 

Lumholtz as the observer-hero emerges when he makes judgmental remarks on the music 

and how he felt because of it: 

The natives have a better ear for rhythm than for melody. Still I learned from them 
a few tolerably melodious songs [emphasis added), as for instance the one above 
quoted. They took no interest whatever in my songs. There was but one of them 
they could appreciate at all, and this was strongly accentuated, namely, Erik 
Bogh's: "I have sailed around the world, and I have walked many a mile." But I 
did not often attempt to entertain so unappreciative an audience.29 

This shows quite succinctly Lumholtz' observations and attitudes: that the music he was 

notating was rhythmically complex, and that in the tradition he came from, m~lody was 

equally if not more important than rhythm. Lumholtz was so concerned with melody he 

did not bother to notate accompanying stick patterns. He repeatedly made subjective 

remarks about the timbre and "monotony" of the songs when what becomes obvious 

through his notation of the rhythms, is that in each repetition the rhythm is changing 

slightly (examples 3.2.a and 3.2.b) and this might have been where the real interest lay 

for the performers. 

3.3.4. Tom Petrie 

The third notation comes from the reminiscences of Tom Pettie which date from 1837.30 

This was written in the style of the captive, Pettie eventually becoming hero, protector, 

and interpreter. He apparently grew up in close contact with a group of Aboriginal 

people and learnt their language and customs. Two notations included in this account, 

arranged by W.A. Ogg, were apparently tunes that Petrie was taught while he was a 

28Lumhollz 173. 
29Lumho1tz 173. 
30Constance Campbell Petrie, comp., Tom Pelrie's Reminiscences of Early Queensland (Brisbane: 
Watson, 1904) 25 and 28. 
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child. Because Petrie was able to speak the language he is able to offer information on 

native concept: 

.. an old Morton Island man, a great character, head of that tribe, who was a good 
hand at making corroborees. He would disappear at times to a quiet part of the 
island (the others saying he had gone into the ground), and when he reappe:ared he 
had a fresh song and dance to impart ... One night the man already mentioned 
belonging to the pine was supposed to have a dream, in which a corroboree ,came to 
him descriptive of the event. 31 

This shows Petrie's interpretation of how the songs were being created, but also the 

indigenous view of receiving corroborees. He also discusses the meaning of the songs, 

why they were composed and how they were taught. The first of his notatio~lS is about 

'Bobbiwinta' who drowned while turtle hunting; he explains the text as: 

My oar is bad, my oar is bad; sent me my boat, I'm sitting here waiting, andl so on 
sung slowly. Then quickly , 'dulpai-i-la ngari kimmo-man' (jump over friends) 
and so on to the finish. 

Petrie notes that only the "first proportion" of the song is given. The notation is three 

lines: the first line is the start of the slow section, the next two lines tlle start IOf the fast 

section. Both sections of the song have had Italian marking attached to them to show this 

speed change and are placed in the C minor - E flat major key-signature, although neither 

section uses A or B flat. The use of the key signatures shows the notator's desire to 

show the 'tonic' of the piece. 

31pelrie 25. 
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Example 3,3, Songs by Tom Pietri,: 
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The second of his notations is a song that was taught by a man from Manila.32 Petrie 

comments that the 'Turrbal' Aborigines did not understand the words or the meaning but 

adopted the song as a lullaby (he therefore includes no translation). It is notated in the 

same style as the fust, including Italian speed marking, time signature and bar lines. 

Apparently the whole song is given ('here is the song') - either it is a very short song or 

the nolator has neglected to include a repeat sign. There is no attempt at describing vocal 

timbre, pitch fluctuations, accompaniment, or rhythmic irregularities (other than the two 

accent markings in the last bar of notation two, and phrase markings in bar two of the 

first notation). 

The sensitivity of Petrie's notations and comments on indigenous culture was probably 

the result of his ability to understand the language. The choice of notational symbols 

which were reflective of European culture was the contribution of W.A. Ogg, but the 

style of Petrie's narrative - the combination of useful, sensitive observations, with 

'exciting' events and personal thought. characterises the narrative as Romantic. 

3.3.5. A.S.E. Rolfe 

The fourth example is a folk song attributed to A.S.E. Rolfe. 33 This notation can be 

found in the library at the Australiall/Ilstifllte of Aboriginal and Torres Straight/slander 

Studies. No accompanying infonnation is supplied with the notation, it is therefore not 

possible to assess where and when the notation was made. A line from the text hints that 

the composer of the piece was taught an "Aboriginal chant" in 1840, "he told tlle story of 

eighteen forty." The chant is reproduced in the third verse of the song. 

32This is Ihe notation lhallhe composer Clive Douglas used in his symphonic work Carwoola. 
33A.S.E. Rolfe, "lillie Boy Losl," Canberra, AlATSIS pms 2552. The end of lhe piece is signed 
N.L.Rolfe as opposed 10 A.S.E.Rolfe at lhe lap of lhe piece; perhaps a relative has nOlated Ihe piece. 
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Example 3.4. "Aust Song" by A.S.E. Rolfe 
"Little Boy Lost" 
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The text to the song is: 

When I was wandering lost near Gerogary 
with Woradgery blacks on the Murray, 
The songs they would sing, They would sing in my mem'ry 
I never forgot. 

We ate grubs, we ate reptiles they cooked in the fue mounds 
They cared for the white child they found in the bush 
When night would come they would dance in the fue light 
and sing the songs in the bush. 

Ah-a-a-a wein brabra wie wie Bungambillyah Th'longa'/a 
fungal' methe/ boom'ery ah-a-a weill brabra wein brabra 
Bergan ye/ar ye/ar yan/ay Gunning yea, Gunnung yea 
Bergan ye/ar Bommar ye/ar Boonmar-r-r Boollmar-r-r 

The child grew old, and his head grew hoary 
he told the story of eighteen forty 
and never forgot he the dark, wild corrob'ree 
and sorrowing song. 

This can be classed as inland travel writing as the information that is convl~yed is in 

keeping with the normal types of travel writing from this period. It is not the medium but 

the content of the song which makes it similar to the other examples included in this 

chapter. In these lyrics it can be seen that the song is meant to be an exciting tale: the 

child was lost in the bush, he ate grubs and reptiles, and watched "dark, wild" 

corroborees. 

The piece has been notated at a later stage. The notation is just the melody lillie with no 

accompaniment, which is usual for a folk song. The whole piece is in F major; the chant 

sounds very similar to the rest of the folk song, which may mean that the folk song was 

based on the material from the chant or that the chant was based on the material from the 

folk song. However, the fact that the piece is entitled '''Aus!.'' Song' with 'Aboriginal 

Chant Introduced,' seems to suggest that the chant should be taken as real. Differences 

between the folk section and the Aboriginal chant includes time signature changes from 

6/8 time to a simple 2/4, expression changes from 'semplice' to 'plaintive.' The chant is 

also to be sung slower and softer than the folk section, this might therefore be the 

"sorrowing song" rather than the "wild COIToboree." No translation is give:n for the 
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Aboriginal words, nor is an explanation given, other than it was something the performer 

learnt as a child.34 Notes on pronunciation are given at the end of the notation. 

Similarities in notational symbols between the folk and chant sections, signifys both 

sections are to be sung in the same style. For example, there is no changing of vocal 

tim bre for the chant. Notational symbols for pauses, accents and stresses, are used in 

both sections. It is interesting that Rolfe ends both the chant and the folk song in the 

same manner, with a drop in dynamics and a slowing in tempo. This shows that the 

European and indigenous material are being treated by Rolfe in the same manner. To put 

the material into a form that would act as a carrier of information, Rolfe had to subject the 

material to the expressive conventions of rallentandos and diminuendos. 

3.4. Conclusion 

It can be seen that these four examples display characteristics which reflected ~he current 

trends of travel writing. They are all intended to be illustrative of indigenous music, and 

were included in journals or other accounts of travel or adventure. The notaters placed 

themselves in the role of hero and interpreter. Consequently, the nota.tions are 

accompanied by large amounts of detailed but subjective speculation. The notations are 

affected by European traditions, for example Italian tempo and expression markings. 

Also concepts that were not important to European composition were not considered in 

the observation of indigenous Australian music. For example, Lumholtz remarked that 

rhythm was important to indigenous performers but he failed to notate the accompanying 

stick rhythm or notate a piece through more than two repeats to see how the rhythms 

changed, when clearly he suggests that they did. Other concepts that were not considered 

important were vocal timbre, pitch fluctuation and notes of less than a semi tone. In all 

cases a text was given but it was rarely explained. These four notations show that there 

was interest in indigenous Australian music but that it was used only for what the notator 

could gain from it. 

341t is interesting to note the similarity between the Rolfe song and the songs of contempor~y bands 
such as Yothu Yindi. Aboriginal text is used, without explanation, to maintain a link with 
Aboriginal culture. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Chapter Four 

Music in the Parlour 

Half way through the nineteenth century, attitudes towards Aboriginal culture changed 

quite remarkably from those of the eighteenth century Enlightenment. Ethnological 

research dwindled, even though there was a vast amount of contact between Aboriginal 

groups and overland explorers, farmers, and missionaries. The push inland of farming 

and European habitation created extreme conflict between the two cultures, in many cases 

resulting in war. The destruction of the Aboriginal was seen as a necessary and 

unavoidable accessory to the clearing of the land: this was rationalised with the formation 

of laws about land ownership and other pseudo-scientific theories. Responses from 

different social groups towards Aborigines varied greatly. The attitudes of urban middle 

classes, who had relatively little contact with Aboriginal culture, were not so fervent as 

the rural groups. Unfortunately, however, the amount of negative writing being 

produced, far outweighed any of the less bigoted approaches. 

4.2. Parlour Music 

The middle of the century also saw a boom in parlour music, as it became fashionable for 

women to spend their days participating casually in music making and needlepoint 

Occupations like this were thought to show a family's wealth and the women's eligibility 

for marriage. Because of this, there was an increase in imported pianos and they were 

distributed widely. To cater for the development in numbers of people wanting to learn 

singing and piano, music schools started up and there was an increase in the number of 

travelling tutors. 

James Hall in a series of articles on nineteenth century music making in Australia, traced 

the music advertisements, reviews, and articles in the Sydney Gazette to paint a clear 



picture of parlour music in Sydney. From this series it can be seen that advelrtisements 

for the sale of pianos began to appear in 1815, but it was not until 1824 that the first 

music shop opened in Sydney.! Music tutors had been advertising in the Gazette since 

1814, but schools of Music began to open in the 1830s. An advertisement in 1833 

promoted the newly formed 'Philharmonic Society of Sydney,' which would provide 

music lesson to members of the Sydney Mechanics.2 In 1834 Mrs Boatwright opened a 

"School for instruction of young ladies . . .. lessons in Singing, Music, Drawing and the 

various branches of polite accomplishments. "3 

Members of these types of societies were also responsible for the development of public 

concerts in Sydney. The 'Amateur Concerts' of 1826, the Barnett Levey concerts at the 

Royal Hotel of 1827, and the Philharmonic Society's concerts of 1833, stimulated music 

activity in Sydney and provided the public with the chance for polite social outings. A 

review of the first 'Amateur Concerts' expresses this attitude: 

The concert on Wednesday evening last, went off with the greatest eclat. Many 
fashionables were assembled on the occasion, and not a few of the fair sex. The 
Music was delightful ... It seemed as if Apollo himself had condescended to pour 
his melodies into the souls of our Austral ian graces. The ladies were particularly 
gratified, and all appeared spell-bound by the admirable exertion of the harmony.4 

The demand for sheet music caused by the boom in parlour music and amateur concerts 

created an opportunity for composers to publish sets of small vocal pieces with pianoforte 

accompaniment. The pieces were often written with the technical abilities of amateur 

musicians in mind, and were polite, frivolous in nature, and dealt with 'Australian' 

culture as a novelty.5 As this was such a widespread and enduring fashion, a great 

number of composers were economically successful working in this medium. Parlour 

music of this kind can be traced from the 1840s through to the songs of Henry Tate and 

IJames Hall, "A History of Music in Australia" The Calion 2 (1950) 336 and 374. 
2Hall 519. 
3Hall 565. 
4Ha1l422. 
5Culture here, is used to mean anything identifiably Australian: flora, fauna, geographical place 
names, Aborigines and Aboriginal Languages. 
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May Brahe in the early 1900s. Early examples of nationalistic works in tltis genre can be 

seen in the arrangements of Johann Lhotsky and the English-born composer Isaac 

Nathan.6 When looking at the alTangements and descriptions of Aboriginal Music by 

Lhotsky and Nathan, a Romantic view of the plight of Aborigines, and also of an 

'Australian' culture, becomes evident. 

4.3.1. Johann Lhotsky and Messrs. Pearson, Josephson, and Sippe. 

Lhotsky received a grant from the King of Bavaria, in 1832, to do scientific research in 

Brazil and Australia. His area of research was mainly geography and medicine, leading 

him to explore the southeast of New South Wales, 'the southern Monaro,' (with four 

convicts and a cart with one horse) notating geological features of the Snowy River and 

the 'Kembery' plains and presumably studying 'natural science' in the fOlm of Aboriginal 

music. He published his findings in the manuscript, A Journey from Sydney to the 

Australian Alps (1835). In this journal Lhotsky claims that he notated a song: which he 

had heard at u corroboree, and says of the song "the music ... would not dishonouf a 

Beethoven Of a HandeL7 'The Song of the Women of the Menero Tribe' appeared in a 

lithographed form in 1834, and was reviewed in the Sydney Gazette by "the most 

competent judges" as "very pretty; by others, even as a sublime production. "8 

The song was alTanged and set to an accompaniment by the Sydney musicians "Messrs. 

Pearson, Josephson and Sippe."9 Josephson arranged the text for voice, Pearson 

ananged the pianoforte accompaniment, and Sippe arranged the piece 'in a more easy 

manner.' Pearson, Josephson, and Sippe were all members of the Philharmollic Society 

and were well known musicians in Sydney at the time. Sergeant John Pearsoll! had been 

conducting and alTanging performances of sacred music at St Phillips church iin Sydney 

since 1818 and was the first pelformer of the organ installed at St James in 1831. He 

6LholSky could have been included in the inland exploralion group only that he chose to arrange his 
transcription as parlour music wilh the help of Messrs. Pearson, Josephson and Sippe. 
7Johann Lholsky, A JOl/rney/rom Sydl/ey IV Ihe Auslralial/ Alps. (Sydney: n.p.,1835) 157. 
SHall 568. 
9Hal1569. 
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was also a well known Piano tuner in Sydney at this time.1O Mr Sippe was originally a 

conductor of one of the Regimental bands in Sydney, he also seems to have taught and 

performed in a number of capacities, for example, as a composer, singer, pianist, 

violinist, and cellist.1l Sippe was Josephson's flute teacher, Josephson later became a 

well known pelformer on flute, piano, and bugle. 12 

The appearance of the 'Song of the Women of the Monero Tribe' without documentation 

means it stands more as a piece of 'music' rather than a scientific observation.13 That it 

is meant to be performed can be seen from the piano accompaniment, the English and 

German versions of the text, and the arrangement of the piece in a 'more eas)! manner.' 

Another interesting feature of the Lhotsky composition was that it also appeared in a later 

version sUITounded by flannel flowers, and in this form it stands as an 3ltifact f~xpressing 

an emerging nationalism. 

Symbols used to document the Aboriginal music show more about the pl:rforming 

traditions of parlour music than Aboriginal music. The notation includes Italian tempo, 

dynamic and expression markings, for example "con expressione", which st:em to be 

addressed to the perfOlmer rather than as a record of how the piece was originally sung. 

The melody is notated in a strict triple time, the only use of pauses being at the end of 

phrases, the phrase structure does not fall into the regular four bar phrases, rather it 

alternates between three and four bar phrases which might be indicative of the original 

perfOlmance. The added harmonies which are not indicitave of the original pit:ce, act as 

dominants to each other CD minor, G minor, C minor). In the 'virtuosic ' arrall1gement, 

the melody is repeated in the right hand of the piano willIe the left hand plays a highly 

ornamented line giving a theatrical effect. 

IOHall 335 and 51? 
11 Hall 427, 471, 423, 472 and 521. 
12Hal1565. 
l3Milcheil Library: Sydney Q78.4 / 11. 
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Example 4.1. a) Song of the Women of the Menero Tribe - Lhotsky 
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Example 4. I . b) Arranged in a More Easy Manner 
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Example 4.1. c) With Flannel Flowers 
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The text of the piece shows the sympathetic reaction of Lhotsky to the horrific lloss of life 

that the Aboriginal people were enduring. The key images in the texts that arouse 

sympathy are that the population is "unprotected" and that it is the children who are 

dying. The documentation does not exist to tell us whether Lhotsky wrote down the 

words from an Aboriginal performer or how the translation of the words was achieved. 

Whether these were the original sentiments of the song or not, the fact remains that 

Lhotsky's choice to translate and publish this version shows his concern. 

Kongi kawelgo yuere kongi kawelgo yuere 
Kumagi koko kawelgo kumagi kaba komagi koko 
Kumagi koko kabelgo kUll1agi kaba kOll1agi yuere 

Unprotected race of people, Unprotected all we are, 
And our children shIink so fastJy , Unprotected why are we? 

Unbeschiitzt Volk der Erde, Unbeschiitzt ja sind Wir 
Unsre Kinder schwinden schneUe, Unbeschiitz! warum sind Wir? 

4.3.2. Versifying from the Original 

Additions were thought to enhance the original and, therefore, to make it more wOlthy of 

retention. This was done with the music, as has been seen, and also with the language 

and poetry. A good example of this interference with verse can be seen with Isaac 

Nathan's arrangement of the same piece. In his publication The Sowhern EuphrosYlle 

alld Australian Miscellany, Nathan writes that his arrangement entitled "The Aboriginal 

Father," has been set to new words by Mrs Dunlop, which were "versified from the 

original:" 

The shadow on thy brow, my child, 
Like a mist o'er the clear Lagoon: 
Steals on with presage dim and wild
Of the death-clouds direful gloom. 

Our tribes, droop by each native stream, 
Where the founts that have fed them lie; 
And white man's fire sends forth its gleam, 
O'er the Batwall where they die 
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And thou my boy! the last - the fust 
Green leaf of a smouldering tree! 
A stranger's eye will crush the burst 
Of a Warrior's lament o'er thee.l4 

It is obvious that this level of addition was thought to make the item worthy of 

preservation. Cultural purity was not considered an important feature, rather the item had 

to take on qualities that would ensure its acceptance into middle class society. It had to 

become something that the society would desire, so in the case of music, parlour pieces 

with a nationalistic flavour were created. 

4.4. Isaac Nathan 

Additions and changes, as a form of enhancement, was a characteristic of the 

arrangements of English born composer Isaac Nathan. Nathan migrated to Australia in 

1841 on the frigate York; arriving in Melbourne at the end of March and then travelling to 

Sydney.15 In the first few years of his stay Nathan wrote a number of pieces for voice 

and pianoforte which he claimed contained a sufficient amount of Aboriginal material to 

function as a medium for music preservation. Most of these are published in his volume 

The Southern Euphrosyne and Australian Miscellany.l6 Nathan was interested in 

studying and arranging Aboriginal music as a means of preserving it, this can be seen 

through his comment that nations "write their autobiographies in three manuscripts - the 

book of their deeds, the book of their words, and the book of their art."17. However, a 

study of Nathan's works shows that he believed in preserving the culture in a bastardised 

form. 

A number of his arrangements were apparently based on notations made by the 

clergyman, the Reverend Henry Tincombe, who lived in the Monaro area and witnessed 

14Isaac Nathan, The Southern EuphroSYlle and Australiall MiscellallY (London: Whittaker, 19'48) 105. 
"Death Clouds -The unseen power many names and forms; and is a spirit of evil only, living in the 
Wheeguon-eura Fire Clouds. Batwall mian -TIle water of the Creek." 
15Harold Hort, "An Aspect of Interaction between Aboriginal and Western Music in the Songs of 
Isaac Nathan," Miscellania Musicologica 12 (19'87) 207-211. 
16nese works can also be found in bound volumes (of Nathan's songs) in Mitchell Library. 
17Charles Bertie, Isaac Nathall:Australia's First Composer (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1922) 18. 
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first hand performances. It is clear that Nathan was aware of the possibilities of 

cOITIJption through European interpretation as he wrote a lengthy chapter on the Lhotsky 

arrangement: 

We were favoured with a lithographic copy of this beautifully pathetic melody, so 
deformed and mutilated by false rhythm, so disguised in a complete masquerade, 
by false basses and false harmony, that we cast it from us with no smaIl share of 
regret at the poor chance thus afforded of adding anything in favour of the claim of 
the aborigines, to the pages of musical history.18 

However, although Nathan realised Lhotsky's arrangement of the piece was not a fair 

representation, it becomes clear that Nathan's objection was not that it was set in the style 

of a Victorian parlour piece, but rather the compositional technique of Lhotsky (and his 

musical gentlemen) was not perceived to be of a good qUality. Nathan believed that the 

addition of harmony in a European idiom (presumably by a composer with a developed 

technique) was justified: 

It may be here necessary to remark that the Aborigines throughout Australia have 
no musical instruments of any description, not even that inSlTument of concussion, 
the drum so generally used by every other uncivilized nation in the world: our 
Piano Fane accompaniment, therefore, must be considered as an effOlt on our part, 
to convey to the unskilled some faint notion of the energetic style of aboriginal 

. 19 musIc ... 

Nathan must have assumed that clapping sticks were used as a metronome and not as an 

instrument: "they then continue beating and marking time with rhythm and accuracy not 

to be surpassed by the best musicians in the Italian Opera. "20 It is also clear that Nathan 

is only guessing at the style of music 'throughout Australia,' as there are quite a number 

of accompanying instruments in traditional Australian music. Nathan also says of the 

Song of the Women of the 'Monero' Tribe, that stripped of the additions of its first 

arrangers, the "purity and simplicity" of the melody struck him as having: "excellent 

scope for good basses, rich transitions, and progressions of harmony."21 This is a 

18Nalhan 104. 
19Hort 210. 
2~alhan 107. 
21Hon 208. 
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blatant example of how Nathan felt the music could be 'improved' and therefore become 

worthy of retention. 

The cooee, which the French found characteristic enough to notate on their voyage of 

1804, also fascinated Nathan. "Kooee" is an interesting example of how Nathan took 

some item of Aboriginal culture and an-anged it for middle class European consumption. 

The piece was written as parlour music, it therefore had to be alTanged for voice with 

pianoforte accompaniment, technically undemanding, and nationalistic in a frivolous 

way. Nathan comments himself on the kind of performers he had in mind for the piece; 

"Ladies, who have no 'Bills' to look after may pass a few leisure moments ill 'kooing,' 

after the fashion of the antipodes. "22 

Nathan wrote a lengthy chapter on the cooee in The Southern Ellplzrosyne, where he 

claims that the traditional use of the cooee is to "call a person from far off" but that it can 

be clU1'ied "to much greater distance than our hallo. "23 He claimed to have made a study 

of the differences in the cooee call in different regions of the country, and the piece 

'kooee' is a setting of some of these. His desire to make the chapter dramatic lU1d 

therefore interesting, shows itself when he describes the "wailing Koo-ee of distress" in 

dramatic terms. 

22N3lh31l 103. 
23N3lhall 102. 
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Nathan chose notational symbols for "Kooee" which again showed more about the 

performing traditions of his culture than Aboriginal music. Tbe combination of the calls 

into a piece of music touches again on the concept of whether the calls functioned as 

music or language in the original culture. Nathan does not deal with this concept, but 

rather uses the calls for his own purpose, as a nationalistic flavour for his music. His 

arrangement of these with piano accompaniment, is only for "the entertainment of the 

curious," as they were obviously unaccompanied when originally delivered. 24 The 

addition of the piano, no matter what sort of harmony was being adde:d, would 

completely corrupt the timbre of the call. The vocal techniques which were employed by 

the performers would also have been completely feral. Nathan sets out six. different 

varieties of cooees in the piece, each of the six is supposedly indicative of the calls of 

different districts, and while he does include a variety of tempo markings, each of the 

sections still sound similar because of the reuse of material in both the 'Vocal and 

accompaniment lines. The only definite characteristics of the cooee that can be gained 

from Nathan's arrangement are that they existed, were an effective means of 

communication across large distances of land, and that there were varieties of calls in 

different districts of Australia. 

"Koorinda Braia" shows Nathan's extension of the use of the cooee. The first version of 

the piece published in 1843 includes cooee calls in fine print over one rep1eat of the 

melody. Nathan says of the calls in this piece: 

"Cooey," which I have introduced into the 4th page, to small notes, may be either 
sung or omitted. Neither the word nor the notes have any connexion whatever with 
the original melody; and the only apology I can offer for its introduction is the 
singular use of the word, so patticular throughout the whole colony of Australia, a 
word unknown in any part of the world.25 

Nathan realises that his combination of the melody with the calls is preserving the culture 

in a altered state, but apparently feels that this is justified· along with the addition of an 

24Nuthan 103. 
25Nulhan, Koori"rla Braia: A Gelluine Aboriginal Native Song Sung by the Muneroo Tribe of 
Australia. (Sydney, Nathan, n.d,) n.p. Bound wilh other of Nathan's songs. 
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accompaniment, the alTanging of the melody into a 'quintetto: and (in the second version 

of the piece) the arranging of cooee calls into a six part interplay. His proclam~ltion at the 

top of the piece "put into modern rhythm, harmonised and arranged, with !pianoforte 

accompaniment," would seem to suggest that the only feature representative of Aboriginal 

culture is the melody.26 However, as Nathan presumes that the "energetic" quality of 

Aboriginal music is produced solely by voices, and as the amateur musician of the 

parlour -"the unskilled"- is unable to cope with this energy, it must be transfeJrred to the 

accompanying part, one must ask where the material for the transcription's vocal line 

came from. Nathan seemed to believe that it was more important to convey the energy of 

the piece than its original medium. 

Nathan's attitude to preservation of Aboriginal culture is also evident in the pellformance 

practice of his pieces. Although he wrote accompanying notes on how these pi.eces were 

traditionally pelfonned they were never recreated in tius way: 

Before they commence the Koorinda-Braia which is in 2/4 time, they first by 
Sticking two pieces of stick against each other beat two or three bars in petfect 
measure to triple time, seemingly as if trying to excite inspiration; they then 
continue beating and marking time with rhythm and accuracy not to be surpassed by 
the best musicians in the Italian Opera, of the melody which is sung with equal 
correctness, repeating the song several times; each repetition with increased energy 
and animated gestures - until the singers become completely exhausted by their 
enthusiasm.27 

Nathan recognises the accompaniment of the stick beating, but in his arrangement of the 

piece Korinda-Braia, he arranges this rhythm in the piano part: "in the accompaniment the 

idea of the stick beating of the Gins is most cleverly introduced."28 Unfortunately this 

sounds more like a Victoriana 'omm-cha omm-cha' than clapping sticks . The 

reproduction of otiler characteristics of Aboriginal performance practice are not attempted 

and his own public performances were in the European tradition: 

26Nathan 103. 
27Hort 209. 
28"Sesqui Diary" Sydlley MOfllilig Herald 30 May 1842, Reprinted 30 May 1992: 3. 
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Mr Nathan's Concert. The Hall of the Sydney College was a scene of much gaiety 
on Friday evening: His Excellency the Governor and Lady Gipps and mos.t of the 
leading families in Sydney were present ... A temporary orchestra had been 
erected on the south end of the room and the number of corps harmonique presented 
an appearance of order and raised expectations of efficiency, which their subsequent 
performance fully real ised. 29 

The bastardisation of aspects of Aboriginal culture was entirely justified to Nathan, as it 

seemed to be the only way that aspects of the culture would become interesting to white 

society and hence preserved. He observes the disappearance of Aboriginal culture and 

says of the music, "but for our timely arrival in this colony, might have for ever sunk into 

oblivion. "30 

4.5. Conclusion 

Nathan and Lhotsky were serious in their intentions that by arranging Aboriginal music 

as parlour pieces they would be preserving them. Their interest in the preservation of 

Aboriginal culture, however romanticised, was genuine, but their commercial and 

compositional interests combined with the attitudes of the day meant that the pieces were 

all to often reduced to a parody of Aboriginal culture. The pieces were greeted with 

differing responses, some with humour at "Mr Nathan's cleverness," and others with 

contempt at the romanticising of Aboriginal culture. This can be seen in a review of 

Nathan's piece, "The Aboriginal Mother:" 

We had seen the verses in the public prints; we had also seen Gins, and from our 
acquaintance with the gyneocracy of Australia, we could regret that these thrilling 
touching lines should have been so misplaced. Disconnect them, however from 
their present black heroine - fancy her anyone else, and a treat awaits you}l 

Unfortunately, the need to make Aboriginal culture palatable for midldle-class 

consumption meant that most, if not all, of the original characteristics of the music were 

disguised. Nathan and Lhotsky's arrangement can stand only as examples of the 

29"Sesqui Diary:" 3. 
30Nathan 105. 
31Hort 210. 
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attitudes of European Australia towards its indigenous culture at this time. These 

attitudes were that it was a small tragedy that the indigenous population would not 

survive the 'civilization' of Australia, that the indigenous culture could be used to express 

Australian nationalism, and also that when all else failed they were fair game fOJ!" ridicule. 
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Chapter Five 

"The Music of the Natural Folk" 

5.1. Introduction: The Rise of Anthropology 

The study of anthropology flourished in the late nineteenth century, and scientists in 

Australia began to realise that far from living in a backwater, they were in a country that 

was rich in possibilities for anthropological and biological study. To their colleagues in 

Europe, the music of other cultures was an exotic subject, the study of which required 

expensive field trips overseas. A number of German and English scholalTs visited 

Australia to carry out studies on Aboriginal music, among them were Hermann Beckler, 

A.C. Haddon and Karl Hagen. Australians realised that Aboriginal culture was a 

fundamental part of their own country which was becoming increasingly important 

among European ethnologists. Sir Walter Baldwin Spencer noted: 

when one has been out of England for some years, and travelled at all om: gets to 
feel that after aU England is not the only country in the world and that it is quite 
possible to work in Australia where there is so much that is new.! 

A variety of stimuli guaranteed the growth of this area including, greater communication 

through scientific societies and their journals and the gathering together and publishing of 

large compilations of Aboriginal studies. Anthropological expeditions also generated 

new interest as never before had expeditions been mounted with the sole purpose of 

studying the culture and societies of indigenous Australians. Past expeditions had always 

had commercial, political or other scientific motives as their main objectives; with these 

aside, research was usually more carefully carried out. The documents were to be 

published and assessed by others in the same field so the information had to be secure. 

5.2. Expeditions 

IBaldwin Spencer to Henry Balfour, 18 August 1898, quoted in D.J. Mulvaney and J.H. Calaby ,'So 
Much thaI is New:' Baldwill Spellcer 1860·1929 (Melbourne: U of Melbourne P, 1985) v. 



An account of the early anthropological expedition by German ethnologist Hermann 

Beckler was published under the name "Corroboree, A Contribution to the Knowledge of 

the Music of the Australian Aborigines" in the 1868 volume of the journal Globus.2 

Beckler was in Australia and documenting Aboriginal culture in the mid-nineteenth 

century when travel writing was still in fashion; however, while his study includes a few 

biased remarks, it is not written in the style of a personal narrative. Beckler does not 

make himself the hero of the narrative and it is not written in racy or untechnical 

language. The observations, while they might be from dubious sources, appear to be 

detailed and significant. 

Beckler's four notations are made in Queensland in and around the area of the Darling 

Downs. He attended a large corroboree where almost 200 Aborigines were present and 

also a number of settlers} The presence of the settlers casts doubt on the authenticity of 

the corroboree, especially as Beckler notes that as the performance progressed: 

The performers started to lose seriousness and to make bad jokes - probably 
because the settlers had brought brandy to the corroboree, the night finished up as a 
drunken orgy, followed by violence.4 

The notation made from this cOiToboree is 'Corroberri l' (example S.l.a). 'Klage oder 

Todtenlied' (S.l.b) was a song that was composed for a man hurt in fighting after the 

corroboree. 'Con'oberri II' (S.l.c) is the "first verse of a corroboree heard on the Upper 

Darling," and the last example 'Con'oberri III' (S.l.d) was a notation made by a German 

sheep station overseer in Queensland.5 

Beckler's notations display the normal features of nineteenth century notation including: 

the use of time signatures; key signatures (S.I.b 'E-moll); placing all of the pieces neatly 

2Hermnnn Beckler, "Corroberri: Ein Beitrag zur Kenntriss der Musik bie den Australischen 
Uneinwohnern," Globus 13 (1886) 82-84. [Cntelogue notes and translation] Canberra: AIATSIS, 1 
page. 
3Beckler 1. 
4Becklcr 1. 
5Beckler 1. 
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within the scope of the treble clef (for example all of Beckler's notation start on g); the 

notation of only very short bits of the music (he writes that the music "is repeated for 

hours" but only supplies five lines of music); not indicating any accompanying 

instruments in the notation; and, limited texts with no translations. Unusual aspects of 

the notation include metronome markings, octaves, chromaticism (5. I .a), dynamic 

markings, and a large amount of corresponding written material. 

Beckler's use of dynamic markings show the contrast between chorus and solo sections 

(fourth stave in example 5.l.a and second and third stave in 5.l.b) and his accompanying 

written information confnms this. 

Women's singing is plaintive half-singing Whispering. The men's chorus shouts 
and stamps and the women slap their opossum-skin rugs or bare thighs, all the 
noise suddenly dies away leaving only the plaintive whispering of the women. 
the octaves of the women's and children's singing are enchantingly pure.6 

Previous practices of collecting notations second hand meant that very rarely d:id written 

information con'espond to the notation. While Beckler does notate the octaves and 

dynamics of the chorus singing he neglects to add the rhythms beaten out on the 

"opossum skin rugs." Beckler also takes an interest in the timbre of the voice 

commenting that "all notes are sung during expiration, after strenuous inhalation," and 

that the music is "a piece of untamed primitive creatures, comparable to the buzzing of 

insects, the murmuring of water, the rustling of wind and the howling of the storm. "7 

6Beckler 1. 
7Beckler 1. 
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Example 5.1. Notations - Hermann Beckler. 
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5.3. Societies and Journals 

Australia in the 1880s was a country interested in science. The scientists were not 

located - as might be expected - in the universities, but were associated instead with the 

Royal and scientific societies. The Royal Society was founded in the 1850s, its 

publication, The Royal Society Proceedings, published many important ethnological 

articles. Science of Man, another journal appearing at this time, was instrumental in 

providing a platfonn for ethnologists or the general public wishing to publish their work 

and have it assessed. 

Information about Aboriginal music that was printed in the Science of Man journal 

included the lengthy discussions of Aboriginal song texts, and various discussions on 

instruments. Notations were published and became increasingly important towards the 

end of the century. This sudden dramatic interest in notations may have prompted 

Spencer and Gillen to take a phonograph into Central Australia. In 1902 the editor of 

Science of Man , Walter R. Harper, called for the submission of more notations to the 

journal but outlined what he considered to be 'worthwhile' music: 

Recently Mr I.M. Thompson sent to this society a corroboree song, with music 
noted by one of his friends. Our anxiety to obtain these songs (particularly if they 
are accompanied by a translation) led us to refer the matter to a leading authority in 
the Australian music world, Mr G. Rivers AUpress. And here we wish to record 
our sense of his kindness in so much as he has promised to examine all similar 
music sent to us and, when in the opinion of the executive, certain music is worthy 
of being printed, to prepare the notations for the lithographer. Under these 
circumstances we invite our country members who are sufficiently well acquainted 
with the art to send us the music - if so it may be called - of any corroborees they 
may have heard. 

Mr Allpress' note, endorsed by the executive of this society follows: After careful 
persual of the corroboree music you placed in my hands, I have arrived at the 
conclusion that it is not genuine, as it appears to me to have too much resemblance 
to a civilized tune. I do not wish to infer that the person who noted it down, did so 
otherwise than in good faith, but would suggest the possibility of the aborigines 
having picked an old tune from some settlers and afterwards turned it to account for 
corroboree purposes.s 

8Walter R. Harper, "A Corrobore Song." [Policy on Printing Notations] Scielle of Mall 5.2 (1902) 
175. 
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The journal published song texts without their notations, as presumably dlis was less 

time consuming and was thought to be less of a responsibility in case the infommtion was 

not completely accurate. An example sent by Captain Sheafe of Yatteyatah, who took 

down the 'tune' with his flute, shows editors of this time were prepared to publish 

notations which had little or no significance over notations which seemed too "civilized:" 

Tshe- mer bur- ra bu- na ny too na 00 na 
g g g g g g g e e e e 

Tshe- mer bur- ra bu- na ny too na 00 na 
g g g g g g g e e e e 

Darm wate 
A C 

'Historical' notations were sometimes reproduced such as the Barron Field! notation 

(1822) in the 1887 volume of The Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great 

Britain and Ireland.9 This journal also printed! new material such as the "Burnett River 

Corroboree" notated by Charles Handley and the drree songs notated by Georg(~ William 

TOITance. lO An interesting feature of the Handley Corroboree tune is the inclusion of the 

Boomerang part, " ... signifies the beat of the boomerangs, nulla nullahs, etc while the 

gins pad the opossum skins. "11 Usually this beating was considered as a tempo support, 

in Handley's notation it is treated as an accompanying instrument. The piece starts off 

with a 'call' without any accompanying beating and then the song begins, it consists of a 

number of decorated falling phrases. Other features of Handley's notation comply with 

nineteenth century ideas of notation. 

9H. Ling Roth, "Australian Tunes" The !ollmal of the Royal AllIhropological !ollmal of Greal Britaill 
alld " 'elalld 16:4 (1887) 425. 
!OSee pages 79 and 81-82 of this thesis. 
I I Charles Handley. The !oumal of the Royal AllIhropological !ollmal of Great Britaill alld Irelalld 
26:4 (1897) 436. 
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Example 5.2. Burnett River Corroboree - Handley 1897 

Burnett River Corroboree. 



Torrance's notations, made ten years before this, are interesting in terms of rhythmic 

notation. The songs were notated from a single interview with "a native bard" (William 

Berak) and Torrance says because of this "the particulars notated are of necessity 

imperfect and superficial."12 While he may make biased remarks ("rude attempts at 

melody") he does show an awareness of the rhythmic complexity of the music.13 

Much of the character of the music depends upon the rhythm which, while strongly 
marked, is also most irregular, changing suddenly, and alternating fre:quently 
between duple and triple; the changes moreover, being sometimes introduced by a 
slackening of the time, and a curious sliding of one sound into another. 

The immediately noticeable characteristic of his notation is the avoidance of placing the 

music within a strict pulse. The continual changing of the key signature, using Iunbeamed 

notes, and a variety of accents, show this. Also the use of rit. and tempo markings add 

to the rhythmic complexity. 

120eorge William Torrance, "Music of the Auslralian Aborigines," The Joul'Ilai of the Roya/ 
AlIIhl'op%gicaIJOlu'lla/ of Great Britaill olld Ire/alld 16.3 (1886) 335. 
13Torrance 335. 
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Example 5.3. Notations - Torrance (1887) 
a) Kurburu's Song b) Wenberi's Song 
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Example 5.3. Notations - Torrance (1887) 
c) Corroboree Song 

CoaRODOREB SuliO. 

Sqng OD D, with uasal "intonation " pl'occding, 8.Dd no change of note till repetition. 
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5.4. Compilations and Theses 

Within the space of nine years during the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the 

Victorian Government printed two large volumes of material on Aboriginal culture. The 

secretary of the Mines Department, R Brough Smyth, compiled the massive volume The 

Aborigines o/Victoria, in 1878. Edward Micklethwaite Curr, compiled The Australian 

Race printed in four large volumes in 1887.14 Both works, were completed collecting 

information from many sources, including papers from notable ethnologists, reprinting 

'historical' material, and using recollections, stories and notations of people In contact 

zones. 

Curr's The Australian Race includes a paper by the Rev. John Mathew entitled, "Mary 

River and Bunya Bunya Country." Mathew who wrote a number of articles ~lI1d books 

on Australian Abotigines, had interests in 'religious cults' (including ceremony) and 

language. His article in The Australian Race focuses mainly on the ceremonies of the 

Kabi people. He gives two notations, the first of which is reproduced here (example 

5.4). Written information accompanying the notation is mainly concerned with the text 

although he does say that: 

A string of words often runs to the one note. All parts are variations of one tune, 
sung in different kinds of time, and at various rates of speed. There is a particular 
tendency to slide in semitones from one key to another. .. A favourite practice is 
to raise the pitch suddenly an octave, and in order to effect this it is sometimes 
necessary to allow it to slide to a low pitch ... 15 

14Mulvaney 95. 
15John Mathew. "Mary River and Bunya Bunya Country." The Australian Race Camp. Edward 
Micklethwaite Curr, Vol 3 (Melbourne: Government, 1886) 169. 
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Example 5.4. Kabi Notation (1887) - John Mathew 
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Throughout the nineteenth century many notations of Aboriginal music showed the 

common trait of a downwards melodic movement followed by a jump back to the starting 

note. Matthew's notation confirms this and uses much the same notational material as 

others used. He does display the characteristic late nineteenth century observation of the 

importance of rhythm, using time signature changes and unbeamed quavers to show this. 

Although Mathew's notes that there is a sliding from one note to the next he: does not 

attempt to notate it, nor the lap slapping of the women: 

During the whole representation the women beat time. Each sat with her thighs 
close together, and beat upon the hollow thus formed with both her hands open, the 
fingers of the one passing obliquely over the other. 16 

The notation is also interestingly long (eight lines), as a feature of previous notations had 

been their brevity. Mathew noted that the corroboree lasted hours and says of the 

notation "only a portion is given, but is sufficient to indicate the character of the 

whole."l? 

The notation contain in the R. Brough Smyth volume The Aborigines of Victoria was 

made by Philip Chauncy. It displays many of the characteristics that were common in 

earlier nineteenth century notations. It includes the downward fall and repeat but includes 

pitched notes during the rise back to the top and also a rise in the 'fino.' 

Example 5.5. Notation from Western Australia (1841-53) - Philip Chauncy 

Do CDp. .FUCI. 

i C11h, ,r" I r,,&dPJJIJ J~Jp,iI, IIJJIJJ b~ 

The notation does not show any of the rhythmic complexity that began to be an 

outstanding feature of late nineteenth century notations; it is very short, and is not 

accompanied by any wlitten material. Chauncy's information was collected from contact 

16Malhew 168. 
17Mathew 169. 
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he had with Aboriginal people while he was 'Assistant Surveyor in Western Australia,' 

from 1841 to 1853. His observations are intended as "a record of such incidents as I 

happen to remember, and offacts I have thought noteworthy. "18 The type and quality of 

observation in these two compilations by Curr and Brough Smyth, were of a different 

standard. Rather than one being good and the other not so, it points to the fact. that both 

volumes include a variety of information from a multitude of sources. 

Another compiler was the German, Karl Hagen who wrote his Doctoral thesis in 1892 on 

"The Music of the Natural Folk; Australia, Melanesia, Polynesia."19 Instead of doing 

field work and notating his own musical observations, he compiled large amounts of 

historical information. He managed to look at most of the nineteenth century sources and 

compile a large collection of notations, including those of Beckler, Wilkes, Lesueur, 

Freycinet, Field, and Chauncy (Brough Smyth). While it can be seen that Curr and 

Brough Smyth compiled a information from various sources and finished up with large 

volumes of diverse material, they were responsible for bringing an abundance of new 

material to light. Hagen and a number of others including Wallaschek prefelTed to 

summarise the information thus far gathered. Wallaschek in his book Primit(J!ve Music 

(1893) includes two notations, the "Todtenlied" of Beckler and the Freycinet version of 

the Barron Field notation.20 In both the Hagen and Wallaschek comlPiiations, 

information from various sources is often placed together creating often curious insights 

into the history of Ausu-alia's cross-cultural observations. For example, the reproduction 

of the Field notation (1822) t1u'ee times in the Hagen compilation shows the extent to 

which this notation was borrowed by other voyagers and explorers. 

18Philip Chauncy, "Notes and Anecdotes of the Aborigines of Australia," The Aborigilles of Victoria 
wilh NOles Relalillg 10 Ihe lIabilS of Ihe Nalives ill Olher Paris of AIlSlralia alld Tasmallia Compo 
R.Brough Smyth, Vol. 2 (Melbourne: Government, 1887) 266. 
19Karl Hagen, Uber die Mllsik Eillger Nalllrviilker (Alliralier. Metallesier, PolYllesier) Diss. Hiamburg 
U, n.d. (Hamburg: Schlothe, 1892) 1-35. 
2~ichard Wallaschek, Primilive Mllsic (London: n.p .. 1893). 
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Example 5.6. Collection by Carl Hagen (1892) 
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5. 6. Conclusion 

Notations from the late nineteenth century displayed characteristics which relflected the 

careful methodical observation that was being carried out. Whereas p:reviously, 

accompanying notes and notations were often collected from different sources (making it 

unlikely that they would complement each other), observation in the late nineteenth 

century was technically more sound. Hence commentary began to correspond more 

closely to the notations. Accompanying instruments such as boomerang:s became 

accepted as real instruments and not just metronome beats, and their lines were notated. 

The rhythmic complexity of Aboriginal music became an increasingly noted feature, as 

transcriptions showing bars of different duration as well as unbeamed quavers and a 

variety of accent markings demonstrate. Arguably, these changes are directly related to 

the formation of a serious interest by Australians in their indigenous culture. 
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Chapter Six 

Conclusion 

6.1. The End of an Era: Movie Films and Wax Cylinder Phonographs 

Sound recording techniques were first applied to Aboriginal music with the songs of 

Fanny Cochrane Smith in Tasmania in 1899, and then by Spencer and Gillc~n as they 

went into the field in 1901. Spencer was influenced by the ethnologist A.C.Haddon who 

took movie photography to the Torres Straight in 1898 during the Cambridge 

Anthropological Expedition.! Spencer wrote to Gillen that they should use movie sound-

recording equipment to which Gillen promptly replied, "cinematography idea is good if 

the funds will run to it but I think phonographic records of corroborees etc., even more 

important. "2 It is perhaps ironic that the recordings were given to the composer and 

performer Percy Grainger to notate - as if to suggest that the sound recordings had no 

status in and of themselves but could take on importance through their tl'anslaltion into a 

Western form of encoded expression. Grainger listened to the wax cy.linders at 

Spencer's home one evening in 1909. 

What lies stored in the musical histories re Australian native music, that it moves 
over a few notes only & is mere repetition of primitive phrases; not at all! 
Generally over an octave in compass, a tune is often made up of 4 or 5 distinct 
phrases, & is flO less complex than many European tunes.3 

Transcription was, arguably, not just a means of preservation but also a means of adding 

cultural 'weight' to the music. Whilst Spencer was probably concerned .about the 

permanency of the cylinders and was anxious to get the information onto a safer carrier 

he might also have thought that the examples would reach a larger audience if they were 

notated and published. Possibly, the notation might have been meant as a way of 

[Mulvaney 197. 
2Mulvaney 197. 
3Percy Grainger quoted in Mulvaney 200. 



'understanding' the music as, through notation, Grainger was analysing and defining 

what - in European tenns - was important in the sounds. His choice of key signatures, 

time signatures, and phrases, would affect how the infonnation was viewed and help to 

shape opinions as to its authenticity and value. 

Whatever the reason for making these notations, Spencer's cylinders and their 

transcription by Grainger, mark the end of an era in which politics, commerce and 

personal biases were not just an inescapable, but also, an unacknowledged part of cross

cultural documentation. Significantly, the Grainger notations also ushered in a new 

generation of notations made from sound recordings. Since this time a substantial body 

of recordings has accrued providing a primary resource for an understanding of 

Aboriginal music in the twentieth century. The quality of recordings and the possibility 

of copying and distribution has limited the need for notations as it is now possible to 

approach Aboriginal music, with our own biases combined with the filter of recording 

technologies, but without the added personal biases of the original researcher. 

6.2. Perception and Response: Nineteenth Century Documentation of Aboriginal Music 

It is perhaps inevitable that knowledge of Aboriginal music prior to the invention of 

recording technologies will be limited by factors such as the quality and biases of 

transcribers and the prevalent social attitudes regarding indigenous cultures. Indeed, for 

years, writers from Berzins to Moyle have held up a few nineteenth century nCltations of 

Aboriginal music as monuments of historical significance. Whilst some may :argue that 

such transcriptions are of limited 'ethnomusicological' value, the notations made prior to 

about 1900 do - both intentionally and unintentionally - reveal an enonnous amount about 

cultural interaction and prevalent concepts of music and culture in the nineteenth century. 

'Perception and response' refers to how coupled societies deal with cultural difference. 

Through notations, we see one society's perceptions of difference and the way they 
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choose to express them. The works contained in this thesis, when viewed according to 

aspects such as method of observation and notation, date and reason for notation, and use 

of the finished product, form groups which show trends in thought and auitude and 

hence, are of social and musical significance. It is perhaps too easy to forget that music 

is a vital and, in Australia's context, an underestimated index of cultural change. In the 

case of the notations presented in this study, many do reveal a unique moment of cultural 

interaction. Although after examination these works may show us little about Aboriginal 

music, they are more than just the first notations of music in this country or oddities of 

the past; they are significant as, through the changing styles of transcription, we can see 

the history of attitudes towards indigenous Australians in the nineteenth century and the 

emergence of concepts to do with Australia's uniqueness. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, cultural contact and documentation was often 

motivated by personal ambition and commerce and carried out under the: guise of 

preservation, science or exploration. This can be seen with the first European voyages to 

the Pacific, with commercial motives to name and claim and scientific motives to map 

coastlines and collect specimens. Towards the end of the century the rise of scholarly 

institutions and journals meant that methods of observation were examined by a wider 

public resulting in more documentation by informed observers. A number of changes in 

political and social attitude in Australia meant that reports and notations from the late 

nineteenth century changed in style from previous notation. Exploration became freer of 

commercial and political restraints. Ethnologists could now choose to travel to the 

indigenous population rather than around the coastline or in straight lines across the 

country. The wide circulation of scientific journals and the change in the interests of 

readers from 'exciting' travel writing to anthropological observation meant that careful, 

methodical observations were more likely to be published and rewarded financially. 

Walter R. Harper's off-hand description of Aboriginal song, "music - if so it may be 

called," capped a century of ethnological writings and notations rich in subjectivity and 
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bias. Whereas, the concept of subjectivity in docwnematioo has become a ma}or concern 

for some humanities scholars dealing with Australian history (for example:, Bernard 

Smith or Mary Louise Pratt) the documentation of 'contact zones' in musical terms has 

been seldom studied. This study is a flrst attempt to bring together a signiflcant number 

of such musical artifacts and to provide some context for their origins and mnalysis of 

their nature. 

Nineteenth century Australia was a bitter contact zone, the documentation which flowed 

from this clash illustrates two divergent cultures. Although some sensitive observation 

came from this period, it unfortunately showed that indigenous culture was withering in 

the shadow of aggressive new settlers: many notators, including Field, Lhotsky and 

Nathan, saw their role in terms of 'saving' a music from extinction. This motive of 

preservation mixed with the emerging ideas of travel writing, the musical souvenir and a 

scholarly notion of cultural study produced an unusual series of responses from non

indigenous Australians, which deserves to occupy a special place in Australia'S musical 

and social history. 
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